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2 Glossary 
AR4  4th Assessment Report 

AR5  5th Assessment Report 

ArcGIS  Geographic Information System software by Esri 

ArcMap  Main component of the ArcGIS geospatial program 

ArcPy  Extension package based on the Python programming language 

CGIS  Canada Geographic Information System 

CLC  Corine Land Cover 

CLI  Canada Land Inventory 

DEM  Digital Elevation Model 

DLM  Digital Landscape Model 

DSM  Digital Surface Model 

EEA  European Environmental Agency 

ESRI  Environmental Systems Research Institute 

EU  European Union 

GIS  Geographic Information System 

GMES  Global Monitoring for Environment and Security 

GUI  Graphic User Interface 

IPCC  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

MMU  Minimum Mapping Unit 

NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NGA  National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 

NumPy  Extension package for Python programming language (high-level math. Functions) 

PYTHON Open source programming language (named by the famous TV series Monty Python 

Flying Circus) 

RCP  Representative Concentration Pathways 

RDA  Reference Data Access 

SRTM  Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 

UBL  Urban Boundary Layer 

UC-AnMap Urban Climate Analysis Map 

UCL  Urban Canopy Layer 

UCM  Urban Climate Map (also UC-Map) 

UC-ReMap Urban Climate Recommendation Map 

UHI  Urban Heat Island 

VDI  Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (Association of German Engineers) 

WMO  World Meteorological Organisation 

WRC  World Radiation Centre  
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3 Abstract 
The possibility to develop automatically running models which can capture some of the most im-

portant factors driving the urban climate would be very useful for many planning aspects. With the 

help of these modulated climate data, the creation of the typically used “Urban Climate Maps” (UCM) 

will be accelerated and facilitated. This work describes the development of a special ArcGIS software 

extension, along with two support databases to achieve this functionality. 

At the present time, lacking comparability between different UCMs and imprecise planning advices 

going along with the significant technical problems of manually creating conventional maps are central 

issues. Also inflexibility and static behaviour are reducing the map’s practicality. From experience, 

planning processes are formed more productively, namely to implant new planning parameters di-

rectly via the existing work surface to map the impact of the data change immediately, if possible. In 

addition to the direct climate figures, information of other planning areas (like regional characteristics 

/ developments etc.) have to be taken into account to create the UCM as well.  

Taking all these requirements into consideration, an automated calculation process of urban climate 

impact parameters will serve to increase the creation of homogenous UCMs efficiently. 

 

4 Objective 
While working with integrative urban planning methods and considering aspects of climate at the same 

time, it is obligatory to take urban climate adaption strategies into account, as well. 

This work aims to build up an integrative analysing and planning extension based on the Geographic 

Information System (GIS) to map important impacts on our urban climate. With the integration in GIS, 

the models of the extension will be functional, scalable and expandable. 

With these new data, it is also possible to achieve a better understanding of the interlinked relation-

ship between planning approaches and environmental aspects. Furthermore the results can be helpful 

additions e.g. for official planning offices or the future development of individual Urban Climate Maps. 

The following parameters (thermal and dynamic) are the chosen key factors, which will be considered 

in the development of the GIS extension. 

• building masses as an indicator for heat storage capacity  

• additional greenery selection besides given land use classification 

• global solar radiation  

• ventilation potentials 

• nocturnal cold air production and movement  

• climate change trends (temperature, precipitation and number of summer days) 

To support the analysis of the climate parameters a database with topographical, land use and climate 

change data will be established to be used in a pan-European extent. In addition relevant scientific 

literature will be stored in a new database available for the user.  
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5 General remarks and copyright notes 
This work consists of three separate work packages. The first one summarises the scientific use and 

the developed methodologies. It illustrates the designed ArcGIS extension and the included models as 

well as the geodatabases. The second one contains the literature and spatial/technical database which 

is described in chapter 7 and the last one is the designed and developed extension itself. If all necessary 

data is available (comp. chapter 7.2.1) the extension runs with full capacity. To use the extension, 

ArcGIS by Esri is needed. For testing a model, sample datasets are included in the database.  

Copyright notice: “The developed method, extension and all included models are (intellectual) property 

of the author. The usage is only permitted with the permission of the author. Access or modification on 

the functionality of the models is prohibited at all time, as well as duplication or replication.” 

The included datasets are subjected to the copyright restrictions of the European Environmental 

Agency as follows. 

Copyright notice: “EEA standard re-use policy; unless otherwise indicated, re-use of content on the EEA 

website for commercial or non-commercial purposes is permitted free of charge, provided that the 

source is acknowledged (http://www.eea.europa.eu/legal/copyright).” 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Climate change is an ongoing process which occurs continuously since a liveable space was formed on 

earth and the first stable world climate system has been evolved. With the start of the 3rd industrial 

revolution in the beginning of the 20th century, humans have become a driving force for the intensity 

and speed of climate change (Ciais, et al., 2013). 

In 1988 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was founded by the World Meteoro-

logical Organisation (WMO). The purpose was to elaborate assessment research on climate change 

and its effects on environment and mankind. Following the first IPCC report in 1990 the climate change 

is a challenge which affects every nation. The report is updated every five to six years and provides 

different scenarios of potential future climate changes depending on diverse assumptions on social 

and economic development. The second report was released in 1995, and after the adoption of the 

Kyoto protocol, the third report was published in 2001. The fourth assessment report was released in 

2007 and with the fifth report in 2013, a general overhaul of the existing scenario methods was 

achieved. While the scenarios of the first four reports were developed by overlay technics, the new 

modelling methods of the last report took into account the interdependencies of all relevant factors. 

Given that the 4th Assessment Report (AR4) was based on emissions, the actual 5th Assessment Report 

(AR5) is modelled on concentration. Thus the model got more dynamics and the different scenarios 

were renamed depending on the “Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP)”. It is also the first 

time that measure scenarios for greenhouse gas reduction are included. 

Fact sheets of the expected key risks for different geographic and climatically influenced regions were 

elaborated by AR5. For Europe, the climatic drivers are precipitation changes and sea level rise as well 

as heat and groundwater availability stress (Figure 1).  

http://www.eea.europa.eu/legal/copyright)
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Figure 1 Key risks for Europe by IPCC AR5 (IPCC, 2014) 

Today, the naturally and anthropogenically caused climate change affects societies worldwide and is 

on the way to shoot ahead of us. In retrospect of the last three decades, climate protection goals 

happened to be unreachable targets, and even the achievement of all climate protection aims won´t 

stop the growing risks of increasing natural hazards for society (compare IPCC, 2014). To handle these 

aspects, individual climate adaption strategies seem to be an effective way to face some future climate 

change’s impacts. 

To take a gander at the European climate adaption database http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/ con-

sisting of the legally fixed and unofficial guidelines, it is remarkable that the importance of climate 

protection and adaption is evaluated diversely among society. Obviously this discrepancy cannot be 

scaled to a single reason, rather a mix of geographic parameters as well as political, social and eco-

nomic interests seem to play important roles. 

The trend to leave rural regions and to settle down in urban areas is recordable almost everywhere in 

the world. 30 of the so called “mega cities” - which are defined as urban areas with more than 10 

million inhabitants - were counted in 2013 (Pelling & Blackburn, 2013), and metropolitan areas like 

“Rhein-Rhur” region (12 million inhabitants) are growing too. This clustering of inhabitants naturally 

leads to more densely populated cities. To compensate the growing number of citizens, densification 

and vertically integration of more living space or development and expansion of sub-urban and outskirt 

areas are used as suitable instruments. But the accumulation of individuals leads to a long list of effects 

(e.g. increasing heat emission, increase of building mass, etc.) which will accumulate respectively. With 

the growing of the urban heat island effect the (heat)-vulnerability of townspeople rise stronger than 

for countrymen (comp. Gartland, 2011). To deal with strong climate impacts, unique climate adaption 

strategies for urban areas have to be implemented in urban planning structures. 

http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/
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From the knowledge of the individual need 

of urban climate adaption strategies, the 

general way is to map and analyse the ur-

ban climate in consideration of the re-

gional basic conditions. For this task, “Ur-

ban Climate Maps (UCM)” are used to 

solve the climate conditions mainly on the 

meso and partly local scale (Figure 2). This 

method was first developed by German 

scientists in the early 1970s and later 

transferred into a Guideline by the Associ-

ation of German Engineers (VDI). Today, 

when developing an urban climate map, 

different climatopes are elaborated re-

garding their thermal and dynamic as-

pects. Based on this, further planning rec-

ommendations can be developed. While 

the first UCM were drawn by hand, today’s 

maps are mostly created by using Geo-

graphic Information Systems (GIS), espe-

cially since GIS was finally established in 

the German scientific community in the 

mid of the 1990s.  

But even today GIS is mostly used for rudimental analysis and visualisation, while the UCMs are still 

created manually, the majority of GIS capacity lies idle. This general approach reduces the reproduci-

bility and increases the required working time. Besides this work, different attempts to solve this prob-

lem by defining a standard method are tested by other research groups. Recently, VDI is working on a 

refresh of their urban climate maps guideline (3787, sheet 1). Derived from the result of a UCM, 

downscaled micro climate analysis will be helpful to develop case based adaption strategies. In the 

field of micro climate analysis, numerical simulation models are state of the art. Programmes like 

“ENVI-Met” (developed by Michael Bruse and Team) have the ability to model smaller cuttings of urban 

areas by accepting a long calculation time.  

Figure 2 Scales in urban climatology and planning 
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6 Background Knowledge & State of the Art 
In view of the developed extension, the following chapter should provide some general information of 

the influencing factors on urban climate and basic topics which have to deal with, when talking about 

urban climate mapping. Hence the provided information don’t have the claim of completeness of con-

tents. 

 

6.1 Urban Climate  

While the urban climate is mainly affected by two topics, “thermal” and “dynamic” aspects the ques-

tion is how to detect and to collect the influence of these two aspects. The urban climate is the result 

of the interplay of different environmental factors. The strength and intensity of each factor varies 

depending on the frame conditions whereby every urban climate situations has to be classified as a 

unique case. 

 Thermal Aspects 

6.1.1.1 Total Radiation (energy) Flux 

 
Figure 3 Typical daily summer rural and urban energy balance (Sass, 2014) 

The equation of urban radiation fluxes describes an intermix of the influencing thermal factors accord-

ing to the affected surface and land use (e.g. rural & urban) situation (Figure 3). The equation as fol-

lows: 

𝑄 = (1 − 𝐴)(𝑙 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ℎ + 𝑖) + (𝐸𝑧 − 𝐸𝑎) 

While 𝑄 is the total radiation flux, 𝐴is the albedo which gives the information of radiation reflexion of 

the surface cover (materials). The function (𝑙 ∗ sin ℎ + 𝑖) indicates the direct solar radiation reaching 

the horizontal surface, while ℎ stands for the angle between the incoming sunrays and the surface, 

with a maximum of 90° and the diffuse radiation is given by 𝑖. The long wave radiation is represented 
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by 𝐸𝑧 & 𝐸𝑎. Here 𝐸𝑧 points to the long wave earth surface leaving heat emission into the atmosphere 

and 𝐸𝑎 echo the reflection, which indicates the back thrown emitted radiation from the atmosphere. 

Next to this physical description, different approaches like the “Development of Gridded Fields of Ur-

ban Canopy Parameters for Advanced Urban Meteorology and Air Quality Models” by BURIAN & CHING 

(2009) or the VDI Guideline about creating urban climate maps, try different ways to solve this energy 

balance on a non-physically way. 

 

6.1.1.2 Heat Storage Capacity 

The natural energy flow is strongly influenced by buildings in urban areas, and in dependency of radi-

ation income the heat storage capacity describes one factor for the growth of the urban heat island, 

which is varying strong between urban and rural areas (comp. Douglas, 1983). One modifier, which 

describes the radiation reflection of materials is the albedo. The albedo is set in a scale from 0.0 to 1.0, 

while 1.0 defines 100 % of reflection and 0.0 defines 100 % of absorption (Table 1).  

Table 1 Reflectivity values of various surfaces (adapted after Oke, 2006) 

Surface coverage Attributes Albedo (reflection) 

Soil  Dark & Wet 0.05 –  

 Light & Dry 0.40 

Sand  0.15 – 0.45 

Grass Long 0.16 –  

 Short 0.26 

Agriculture   0.18 – 0.25 

Forest Deciduous 0.15 – 0.20 

 Coniferous 0.05 – 0.15 

Water Small Zenith Angle (<45°) 0.03 – 0.10 

 Large Zenith Angle (>45°) 0.10 – 1.00 

Snow Old 0.40 –  

 Fresh 0.95 

Clouds Thick 0.60 – 0.90 

 Thin 0.30 – 0.50 

Furthermore the heat storage capacity is also addicted to the mass properties of the material and as 

Gartland (2011) pointed out the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity are the two main material 

properties, which are important for an increased heat storage capacity. While the thermal conductivity 

describes how good and fast incoming heat is transported through the material, the heat capacity in-

duced the availability of heat storage in dependence of the object volume.  

A simple division of the thermal conductivity by the heat capacity is generating the thermal diffusivity. 

While the thermal conductivity is specified in W/m*K and the heat capacity in J/m³*K*106. The result 

of the thermal diffusivity is given in m²/s*10-6. 
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Table 2 Examples for thermal diffusivity (adapted after Oke, 2006 & Gartland, 2011) 

Material Thermal Diffusivity value 

Dense Wood 0.13 

Dry Sandy Soil 0.23 

Asphalt 0.39 

Brick 0.61 

Steel > 13 

The examples shown in Table 2 describe how the thermal diffusivity is working. The lowest values, 

significantly often found in natural materials define a short and low heat storage attribute. The higher 

values indicate a more longer and intense deeper heat storage (compare Gartland, 2011). 

 

6.1.1.3 Urban Green & Evaporation Potential 

Throughout different research and measurements in literature, in general it is indicated, that urban 

areas have a lower evaporation level than sub-urban and rural areas. Next to the differences in building 

mass the level of green structure is significant changing between these three area types. Bowler et al. 

(2010) did a systematic research on empirical data of evidence about the cooling potential of green in 

urban areas. They tried to clarify how important green structures are for urban areas, but also they 

recognised that there are big differences of positive radiating effects in addiction to the green area 

size as well as the different types of green. Solitaire trees, vertical greenery, parks, rooftop greenery 

and so one have varyingly strong effects on the urban climate especially on air / surface temperature 

and evaporation strength. Spangen-

berg et al. (2008) measured direct dif-

ferences between green covered and 

sealed / open street canyons. As refer-

ence scale they used the PET (Physio-

logical Equivalent Temperature) index, 

which is a common used and well eval-

uated index to describe the human 

thermal comfort situation. The result 

shows a significant peak in its maxi-

mums and time (Figure 4) for no vege-

tation, especially during midday and 

early afternoon, when the sun’s azi-

muth angle is nearly vertical. 

 

  

Figure 4 Impact of shade trees on PET in an urban canyon (adjusted after 
Spangenberg et al., 2008) 
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 Dynamic Aspects 

6.1.2.1 Ventilation in Urban Areas 

Detecting the ventilation potential for cities depends on a various number of influencing factors. Over 

all firstly the regional circulation system defines the main wind directions over an urban area. Secondly, 

local characteristics like topography, exposition, temperature, roughness, etc. can influencing wind 

velocity and direction. Finally the city itself affects massively the urban ventilation patterns, which 

leads to a vertical and horizontal delay on establishing of the gradient wind profile towards the pre-

vailing regional ventilation system (Figure 5). This could be explained by the differences of the rough-

ness attributes comparing to different surface conditions. The roughness of a surface or object de-

scribes the intensity of velocity reduction based on the increase of turbulences and friction effects. As 

result the gradient wind profile as shown in Figure 5 needs a higher vertical expansion to reach the 

initial situation over dense urban areas than in the low roughness attributed rural area. 

 
Figure 5 Logarithm wind profile in dependence of different toughness / surfaces (adapted after Oke, 2006) 

Due to this very complex system of interdependencies, today high breed computer models, mostly 

CFD (Computer Fluid Dynamics) and numerical models (Figure 6) are used to simulate the urban ven-

tilation patterns. While these numerical software solutions can model on a very accurate level, they 

are often bound to a restricted extent and not practical for large urban areas.  

 
Figure 6 Numerical ventilation model "Windstation by Antonio Gameiro Lopes" 

Looking for a GIS transformation to detect the urban ventilation potential leads to the use of the 

“Frontal Area” of buildings depending to the assumed wind direction. Original the frontal area is part 
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of the drag equation in fluid dynamics and can be used to detect various important roughness param-

eters. Unger & Gál (2009) performed a transformation in GIS, while before Bottema & Mestayer (1998) 

showed the first method to calculate the roughness parameters for irregular arranged building areas. 

Basically the frontal area describes the ratio of the luv 

sided house facades to the plot of the whole building 

(Figure 7). Specified by the wind direction the frontal 

area differs and cause a different frontal area ratio. With 

the help of the frontal area ratio other urban morpho-

logical parameters (see chapter 7.4.4.2) like the zero-

plane displacement height (Zd), the roughness length (Z0) 

and the urban porosity (Ph-var) can be calculated. 

 

 

 

6.1.2.2 Nocturnal Cold Air Production and Downhill Movement 

Following Kuttler (1996) the local cold air represent a planning aspect that can affect the atmospheric 

environment of humans, flora and fauna both positive and negative. He proclaims that the local cold 

air plays a dominate role for bioclimatic and air hygienic aspects, especially if the consequences of the 

urban heat island effect can be mitigated.  

The importance of this potential was taken into ac-

count with the VDI guideline 3787 sheet 5 (2003) 

in the year 1994. Today the cold air component is 

also part of the VDI guideline 3787 sheet 1 (2014), 

which describes the development and elaboration 

of an urban climate map (Klimafunktionskarte). 

Because of its mass density, cold air is acting like a 

fluid and follows the gravity induced direction 

(Figure 8). Especially during low-exchange 

weather conditions at night, the nocturnal cold air 

has handful of positive and negative potentials. In general nocturnal cold air flow should be classified 

as a neutral influence factor. Due to the fact that it is a transport system, positive as well as negative 

influencing variables can be carried within the nocturnal cold air flow. 

Research in the late 70s and 80s by King and Lutz describes how and where cold air comes into exist-

ence. The cold air production starts after sunset over vegetation covered and non-sealed ground, and 

ends just before sunrise. Transportation capacity and flow speed are depending on the slope and the 

surface roughness. Lohmeyer & Schädler (1994) elaborated a flow speed of 1 m/s up to 3 m/s and a 

cold air thickness of 1 m up to 50 m, while in pools of cold air the thickness can rise up to 100 m. 

Information about the cold air production capacity differs in literature as shown in Table 3. Especially 

Figure 8 Topographic induced flow schemata (Zenger, 1998) 

Figure 7 Illustration of the frontal areas (blue) and 
the covered footprint areas (orange) within reality 
(Evens, 2009) 
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for forest areas investigated values show some big hops. Possible, this is caused by different measure-

ments methods and the vertical divided reference area within the wood. 

Table 3 Cold air production rates (adapted after Thamm, 2000 & Zenger, 1998) 

Cold air production rate in m³/(m²*h) 

 Open land Forest 

(Zenger, 1998) 8-14 4-8 

(King, 1973) 12 - 

(Lutz, 1986) - 54 

(Gross, 1989) 11.1 13.4 (43) 

For the suitable modelling in ArcGIS transformation of physical environment is needed. The ArcGIS is 

providing several tools to model 3D surfaces and to calculate the slope and aspect of the ground, but 

model the nocturnal cold air production and flow some more complex equations are needed to provide 

a nearly realistic result for planning statements.  

Due to the complexity of physical reality in contrast to calculation time, in general the equation of 

shallow water drainage flow is used by several software models like KALM (Lohmeyer & Schädler, 

1994) or NDFM (Zenger, 1998). These software solutions are all based on the vertical integrated shal-

low water equation, while some of these programs are compatible to GIS, the source codes are not 

available for validation. Because of less conformability it is worth to think about a GIS solution that can 

solve the basic questions of potential cold air genesis and movement by simple spatial assumptions. 

 

 Urban Heat Island Effect 

Based on the different meso and micro climate aspects the phenomenon of the urban heat island can 

be perceived. In general the effect describes the overheating process of urban areas in relation to the 

surrounded sub-urban and rural areas.  

 
Figure 9 Causes of the urban heat island (Kleerekoper et al., 2012) 

As displayed in Figure 9 Kleerekoper et al. (2012) list the main important factors for the constitution 

of the urban heat island effect. While the short-wave radiation from the sun is being trapped inside 

the building & street canyons by various reflections, the strongly polluted urban atmosphere absorbs 

and diffuse the long-wave radiation. Following the long-wave radiation, the (high) street canyons act 
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like a reflection trap and the heat stored within the urban environment. Also anthropogenic heat emis-

sion e.g. by cars and industry and air-condition can have a supporting effect on the creation of the 

urban heat island. Next as the already mentioned the urban heat storage capacity vary on the albedo 

and the material´s thermal diffusivity, which describes the thermal admittance. Compared to rural ar-

eas, urban areas often have high level of sealed surfaces and in general less vegetation. That will lead 

to a lower evaporation intensity which is equatable to more sensible heat. Last the dynamic aspect of 

the lower wind velocity in urban areas drives the overheating potential by less cooling effects. 

  
Figure 10 The UHI effect in variation of surface an atmospheric temperatures (modified from Voogt, 2000) 

To put it simply the urban heat island is an accumulation of negative thermal and dynamic effects over 

some time. As shown in Figure 10 the air temperature variation during daytime is more or less decou-

pled from its location, while the surface temperature is strongly bound to the surface albedo. Switching 

to night the surface and air temperatures in rural and sub-urban areas decrease because of the low 

heat storage during the day and the consequent heat emission back to the atmosphere after sunset. 

In contrast the air temperature in the dense urban area cannot decrease due to high heat storage 

during daytime and resulting constant replenishment of heat emission, comparing to the thermal dif-

fusivity (see chapter 6.1.1.2). Also the reduced convection inside the city as well as the higher convec-

tion in rural areas is reinforcing the effects of overheating and cooling. 

 

6.2 Urban Climate Maps  

6.2.1.1 General  

In the framework of urban planning strategies as well as the global climate change, urban climate maps 

are an important tool for master or zoning plans. Moreover in a changing climate the analysis is used 

to mitigate heat stress and heat risk (see UHI in chapter6.1.3). Beside the thermal comfort conditions 

a clean air strategy can be based on that. 
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To implement the investigation and to make use for the planners, an Urban Climatic Map is a scientific 

tool that allows them to achieve their aims. There are typically two maps: the Urban Climatic Analysis 

Map (UC-AnMap) and the Urban Climate Recommendation Map (UC-ReMap). The UC-AnMap presents 

scientifically the climatic understanding of a city. It synergies the scientific understanding of urban heat 

island, urban ventilation, and outdoor human thermal comfort. Based on the UC-AnMap and the work 

with planners, the UC-ReMap could be developed. The map resolves scientific climatic understandings 

into guidelines and planning recommendations. The map could be used to guide planning actions and 

decision making.  

The Urban Climatic Map is an information and evaluation tool to integrate urban climatic factors and 

town planning considerations. The Urban Climatic Analysis Map collates meteorological, planning, land 

use, topography and vegetation information spatially and quantitatively, based on which their rela-

tionship and effects on winds and thermal comfort are analysed and evaluated. The Urban Climatic 

(Planning) Recommendation Map gives strategic and broad town planning guidelines to improve the 

wind environment based on the Urban Climatic Analysis Map and practical constraints. 

The commonly used term Urban Climate Map can be understood as an intersection of both map types 

mentioned before on a generalised scale. The UCM provides a “synthetic”, as oppose to an “analytic”, 

understanding of the factors affecting the urban environment. That is to say, it attempts to balance, 

prioritise and weight the combined effects of the parameters appropriately in view of the outcome of 

the planning decisions that need to be made.  

The concept of the UCM has been generated by German researcher from the 1970s on. It has been 

used as an appropriate tool for presenting climatic phenomena and problems into 2 D spatial maps. 

The map represents the analysis of the urban climate and gives recommendations towards defined 

climatopes. 

The Urban Climate Map synergistically combines various climatic parameters like wind directions and 

speeds, solar radiation, air temperature with information about the city topography, landscape, build-

ing bulks, street grids and so on. An UCM can tell how the streets are ventilated, where the more 

comfortable spots are , where the problematic areas are, and how the buildings affect the city wind 

environment (Ng et al., 2007). With information like these, planners and designers could have a better 

climatic basis for decision making. Apart from the physical factors, the development of the UCM is also 

based on qualitative and subjective criteria (Scherer, Fehrenbach, Beha, & Parlow, 1999). Evaluation is 

carried out through a GIS based model, which could calculate weighting factors for each mesh with a 

result of thermal load aspects and dynamic potential aspects. The UCM contains statements about the 

individual climatic functions and planning information and recommendations for the development 

planning. These statements are area-specific and classified according to their respective categories.  

6.2.1.2 Scales 

The UC-Map is useful for planning decision-making ranging from the regional scale of 1:100,000 to the 

urban scale of 1:5,000 (Figure 11) UC-Map provides a holistic and strategic understanding upon which 

detail and further micro scale studies could be identified and conducted. 
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For the urban planning any planning aspect needs spatial climatic information with a high resolution 

classification system, following thermal and dynamic criteria to find urban climatic characteristics. All 

decisions based on the micro scale level need further investigations and cannot be answered by the 

Urban Climatic Map. For the regional level an investigation is needed to set the wind distribution and 

characteristic of climates. With that the relation between regional circulations and local circulations 

can be derived and used for the Urban Climate Map. 

 
Figure 11 Correlation of Planning levels and climatic scales  

6.2.1.3 Climatopes 

Climatopes are defined as urban areas with the same characteristic in climate. This is practical for anal-

ysis as it can be derived from land use, building and greenery data directly. 

To investigate and to evaluate urban climate, different parameters are in use. Through the Geographic 

Information System geographical data and land use data were classified and transformed to urban 

climate functions like thermal aspects (i.e. heat and cooling rates), and dynamic aspects like wind clas-

sification with ventilation paths and topographically influenced downhill movements. The building fab-

ric was classified through roughness length and thermal radiation processes.  

The system of climatopes describes areas with the same urban climatological characteristics. They are 

gained and influenced by morphological and city fabric factors. They include thermal load, ventilation 
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and can also evaluate the air pollution aspect (VDI 3787 sheet 1, 1997). Later on the climatope infor-

mation on the territorial level are used to specify the recommendations in dependence of the existing 

wind regimes and also can be used for specific planning recommendations.  

In the policy page of the VDI 3785 Sheet 1 (2008) & 3787 Sheet 1 (1997), the methodology is explained 

and results are put in a comprehensible form. In spite of the comprehensive input data it is not possible 

to perform a fully automatic creation 

of these maps due to the complexity 

and time dependence of the input 

variables. Weighting factors are an 

important auxiliary quantity 

(Lohmeyer, 2008). Therefore the ex-

perience and expertise of the re-

searcher is important and necessary. 

The underlying methodology for the 

map is to combine layers, which were 

conducted from land use maps or 

others, translated to thermal and dy-

namic aspects with weighting fac-

tors. These weighting factors come from building volume to heat storage, greeneries to heat budget, 

openness to ventilation, roughness to wind speed and topographical information (Figure 12). 

Normally the following factors are used:  

o Land use classifications for thermal and radiation with categories of city structures, industrial 

areas, gardens and parks, forests, greenland and agricultural areas. Waterbodies are used from 

rivers and lakes, while train tracks got a special classifications as they have a large daily varia-

tion in surface temperature and therefore radiation differences. 

o Topographical and geographical data which influence the local circulation pattern. 

o Ventilation through an analysis of the roughness length. 

To create Urban Climate Maps different input data is needed. Most of it can be gotten from local ad-

ministration offices, as they need it for their planning purposes. In addition to that, some meteorolog-

ical data are helpful for evaluation. These data is transferred to climatological knowledge and used to 

create the above mentioned climatopes.  

o Thermal analysis 

Linking the use of thermal properties between themselves and with the dynamic factors of the 

relief and the flow structure (and thus the determination of the occurrence of cold air and 

overheating and the cooling influence on areas); Verification of existing data, to work out the 

thermal conditions. 

o Dynamic analysis 

Dynamical linking of the survey relevant levels among themselves (Thus determining e.g. the 

Figure 12 General methodology of urban climate analysis (adapted after 
Lohmeyer, 2008) 
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specific activity of cold and fresh air production areas) to work out the flow conditions and 

roughness of the survey. 

The analysis of urban structure typing is based on the heat and radiation balance sheet classification 

of Stewart & Oke (2010). 

6.2.1.4 Layers 

1) Building volume:  Which is a principal cause of the Urban Heat Island Also blocking the sky view 

by building bulks reduce the cooling effect during the night time. (Heat storage, heat loss). Elaboration 

of the building barrier dependent effect and the resulting reduction of the ventilation potential, based 

on building area and height. Calculation and generalisation of the volume as a source for thermal anal-

ysis. Elaboration of the building related thermal stress caused by the heat storage capacity and reflec-

tion, based on the building mapping derivation of the physical behaviour. 

2) Thermal circulation systems (such as downhill movements etc.):  They describe the thermal (dy-

namic) movement of air. Ventilation always mitigates the adverse effects of Urban Heat Island. Land / 

sea breeze is an important consideration for coastal cities. In general, the benefits of sea breeze de-

pend on the location’s distance from the sea. Elaboration of climatically relevant topographic factors 

and results of the air flow potential derived from the digital elevation model, aerial images and topo-

graphic maps as important raw material for the thermal and dynamic analysis. 

3) Land use:  Land use and buildings can be used to signal the anthropogenic heat contribution to 

the environment. Usually, commercial/business buildings have more intensive usage of air condition-

ing and other energy than residential buildings. Elaboration of the thermal importance of different 

surfaces (e.g. potential cold air producing area, potential overheating area) using land use data, map-

ping of building and the aerial photographs can be some important starting material for the thermal 

analysis.  

4) Topographical height:  Changes in altitude in general change the air temperature by 0.4° 

C/100m in UCL and 1° C/100m in the atmosphere above. This moderates the sensible urban heat island 

intensity. Near the ground no effect can be seen. 

5) Green spaces:  Urban green and the surrounding green areas can affect the ground air tem-

perature. Vegetation has a cooling potential to the city and thus to mitigate the adverse effects of the 

heat island effect. 

6) Roughness Layer:  The Ventilation Map is created through the classification of surface roughness. 

In general, the higher the roughness, the lower the ventilation potential. Roughness is related to sur-

face conditions. All Z0 < 0.2 m are potential air paths and ventilation areas. Here the linkage between 

those areas is the most important factor. 

7) Sealing & openness:   Elaboration of the sealed areas and generalisation of certain types of 

areas. Two-dimensional view based on the real-use mapping, mapping of buildings and land use data 

(traffic areas) as material for the thermal analysis. 

8) Wind:  For the urban climate map two wind systems of background and thermal induced 
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winds have to be dealt separately. Wind roses give information about the annual wind direction distri-

bution. Combined with low surfaces and channelling effects, ventilation areas and air paths were de-

rived. Elaboration of the topographically induced breaks, could be calculated as a function of building 

volume and structure of typing and can be used as a supplementary factor for the dynamic analysis. 

For urban heat storage, the heat balance of surfaces (chapter 6.1.1.2) and surface roughness are the 

important influencing factors. These have to be quantified. Therefore layers are developed, which take 

the urban climate modification into account in the sense mentioned above. Principle factors are 

grouped in Table 4. Buildings effect the heat storage and therefore the urban heat island. Volume, 

density and height are input factors calculated by the building volume parameter (A and B). The heat 

balance of surfaces express the cooling rates as well as the heat storage rates, combined with slope 

analysis, downhill movements can be derived. Common inputs are land use and surface condition data 

(C and E). The dynamic factors are influenced by roughness lengths (derived from the vertical wind 

profile) supported by topographical structures, background wind, as well as thermal induced wind. 

Input parameters to derive roughness are land use, building structures and openness overlaid by slope 

winds and small scale thermal winds (D). 

Table 4 Grouped layers used for the urban climate map  

 layers urban climate aspect data used classification  

A building vol-

ume 

heat storage building infor-

mation and land 

use 

in m3 building volume 

B built up areas 

and openness 

heat storage and ven-

tilation 

building infor-

mation and land 

use 

%- relation of built to non-

built areas  

C cold and fresh 

air produc-

tion, green ar-

eas  

heat balance of sur-

faces, production of 

fresh and cool air, in-

fluencing neighbour-

hoods 

land use classifi-

cation, surface 

conditions  

in m3 /m2*h as cooling rate 

 

D roughness, 

air paths and 

ventilation 

land use, openness, 

use of background 

wind and local circula-

tions 

land use and 

openness surface 

data 

zo derived from the wind 

profile  

E slope analysis, 

downhill 

movements  

relief energy for ther-

mal induced circula-

tions 

digital elevation  

model 

in percent slope inclination 

 

The topological order of the layers is equatable to the importance of the specific layer. Building volume 

for the heat balance as well as the openness for ventilation has the highest values. This corresponds 

to the thermal comfort conditions of man, where wind and radiation are the most dominant parame-

ters (Katzschner 2006).   
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6.2.1.5 Calculation of the Urban Climate Map 

Pointed out in the VDI guideline and external scientific literature the finding of the calculation values 

is a process of scientific expertise and knowledge transformation. The values were derived following 

the main concept of six climatope classes (Table 5). 

To act on this assumption the first classification step belongs to the main information layer, the land 

use dataset. Therefore all land use classes get one value from 0 to 6 depending on their thermal load 

potential (derived from literature and own measurements) and the six climatope divisions. The land 

use dataset provides the fundamental classification on which the following calculation layers are 

geared to. The final classification is based on the natural break distribution of the total sum of values 

added. By using the natural breaks as fragmentations to reflect the interaction of the input layers.  

Table 5 Classic schemata of an UCM legend developed by Katzschner et al. 

Category 
Clima-
tope 

Description Evaluation / Planning Zones 

1 

Fresh & 
cool air 
produc-
tion 
zones 

Open areas with significant climatic 
activity, cool and fresh air produc-
tion; Climatically active open sites in 
direct relation to housing area; Very 
high nocturnal heat degradation 

Areas to preserve carefully: 

High sensitivity with respect to intervention which changes in land use. Do 
not allow to increase the surface roughness (e.g. no further constructions 
or buildings). Keep open of cold/ fresh air stream; Minimize the existing 
barrier on the air streams. The air movement connections must be fully 
analysed and understood including the source of the air stream channels, 
which may be far away from the concerning area. 

2 
Cool air 
produc-
tion zone 

Open areas with less significant cli-
matic activity; Cool & fresh air with 
effects to neighbourhoods; Areas 
without any emissions; High noctur-
nal heat degradation 

Areas to preserve: 

The increasing surface roughness (e.g. further constructions or buildings) 
can only be allowed if they respect slope winds and thermal induced 
circulation pattern; furthermore, redevelopments should only be allowed 
in exception case, which is supported by detailed investigation and 
analysis on climatic function aspect. 

3 

Mixed & 
transi-
tional cli-
mate 
zone 

Strong daily variation through in-
come radiation, but good cooling ef-
fect; Areas with high percentage of 
vegetation; Low & discontinuous 
emissions;  
Buffer zones between different cli-
matope; Moderate / good nocturnal 
heat degradation 

Areas with possible development: 

Important linkage areas, foresee the orientation and density of buildings, 
surface roughness should not be in-creased due to reduction in ventilation 
with effect on neighbourhoods 
 

4 

Heat ac-
cumula-
tion po-
tential 
zone 

Some heat storage but mainly buff-
ered through greeneries and wind; 
Dominated construction areas with 
lots of  vegetation in the open 
spaces; Low nocturnal heat degra-
dation 

Development allowed: 

No appreciable sensitivity in terms of climate with respect to 
intensification of use and building agglomeration. Generally 
redevelopment is possible if they take care about ventilation and if the 
ratio between built up area versus green area is maintained/respected. 

5 
Heat ac-
cumula-
tion zone  

Heat storage remarkable but still 
some wind effects and cooling po-
tentials; Density development with 
little vegetation in open spaces; 
Very low nocturnal heat degrada-
tion 

Areas for improvement and plan actions are necessary: 

Risk of future heat stress with some ventilation. So generally the areas 
should be maintained or improved, and not worsen. Development can 
only be allowed with compensation for climate effects.  The existing air 
circulation should be analysed before any proposed change so that the 
urban climate is respected 

6 
Over-
heating 
zone  

Heat storage high;  
Low cooling potentials and low ven-
tilation; Heavily compressed and 
sealed inner city areas; No / very 
low nocturnal heat degradation 

Areas for improvement and plan actions are necessary: 

In need of renewal from the point of view of urban climate. Greenery for 
facades and surfaces are needed. 
Increasing of existing heat stress, due to the accumulated problems on 
thermal load in the high dense built-up area, the climatic condition of this 
zone should be improved. Development in this zone is allowed only if 
enough compensation is done. Improving air exchange is one major 
recommendation together with shadow providing design. 
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The used legend (Table 5) carried out that every map is divided into four columns and six rows. Every 

row is defining one climatope. In general the legend has a uniform style, which is needed for compa-

rability. The first two climatopes are dedicated as positive, mainly focussed on the cold and fresh air 

production. The third one is set to be a transition area between positive and neutral. It describes a 

mixing and transitional climate which can be highly influenced by daily variation, while it has sufficient 

capacity of vegetation, cooling and ventilation. As a mirror image of climatope class three, the fourth 

shows trends from neutral to negative, but in general this climatope has enough greenery resources 

to compensate overheating risk on a low level, while the climatopes five and six lost their resilience 

against overheating. Within these two climatopes the most risky heat accumulation take place. 

 

6.3 Heat-related Vulnerability 

Vulnerability describes the exposure and susceptibility as well as the response capacity of a system 

facing danger. Next to social, physical and economic factors, natural hazards and of course the climate 

change with the associated consequences shape the vulnerability aspect of human and society (Christ-

mann et al., 2011).  

Besides the fact that extreme weather events are getting statistically more frequently than ever, es-

pecially an increase of heat stress periods and extreme severe weather events is remarkable during 

the last 3 decades (Figure 13 ). 

 
Figure 13 Statistically recurrence of extreme weather events (Müncher Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft, 2012) 

Focusing to human comfort and mortality (comparing Environmental Protection Agency, 2008) the 

urban heat island can boost the effect of heat waves. Investigating the rate of mortality in France, a 
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significant increase was oblivious during extreme hot summer periods in 2003 as Vandentorren & Bis-

sonnet (2005) have investigated for France (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14 Daily excess of deaths during August 2003 in France (Vandentorren & Bissonet, 2005) 

Heat stress symptoms occur when the human body receives and produces more heat than emitting to 

the atmosphere by respiration. Following Gartland (2011) heat has to be dissipated to the environment 

to guaranty a constant healthy temperature range. In general at normal (moderate temperatures) con-

ditions most of the heat is transferred from the skin and the respiration.  

To compensate hotter temperatures sweating is necessary, especially if the air temperature rises over 

the core body temperature (37°C) (Gartland, 2011). The application of the described Urban Climate 

Maps (see chapter 6.2) to mitigate the urban heat island and the improvement of the climate function, 

is also a comprehensive effect to reduce climate vulnerability. 
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6.4 Geographic Information System 

Just 30 years after Konrad Zuse developed the first feature-complete computer, Dr Roger Tomlinson 

presented the first Geographic Information System. The approach was formulated in 1962 and the first 

official paper talking about Geographic Information System was released in 1968. The system was 

called CGIS (Canada Geographic Information System) and was dedicated to the CLI (Canada Land In-

ventory) In general the aim was to determine the land capacity for rural Canada by mapping infor-

mation about soils, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, waterfowl, forestry and land use at a scale of 

1:50,000. 

Today Geographic Information Systems are 

high-bred Software systems. Due to the 

complexity of different application areas, 

many special Geographic Information Sys-

tems have been developed. 

In general a GIS unites spatial data with 

technical data to generate an interdepend-

ence knowledge and added value (Figure 

15). This catalytic effect is unique only for 

GIS, and that is why GIS is obligatory to face 

the upcoming planning challenges of the 

21st century. 

Typically three main types of datasets are 

used and supported. Besides vector based information like, 

points, lines and polygons the raster or grid based infor-

mation like images or digital elevation data are used. In ad-

dition, tables and different types of text files are common. 

As many other GIS, ArcGIS supports a long list of file for-

mats, which will not be described further here. What ArcGIS 

is famous for, is the close connection to the geodatabase 

format (Figure 16). The layout of a geodatabase has many 

advantages and allows a closer connection of data. Starting 

with the “personal geodatabase”, the successive edition de-

veloped “file geodatabase” which is today state of the art. Next to the solve of simple appearing prob-

lems like the limitation of character numbers more important issues like the file size limitation to 2 GB 

represents no problem anymore. Also, with the use of geodatabases complex topologies can be build. 

The geodatabase acts like an intelligent container, reducing the file size on one hand and this allows a 

complex functionality of a database. Because of the many advantages the file geodatabase is used to 

store and manage all data within this extension. 

  

Figure 15 General functional matrix of GIS 

Figure 16 Geodatabase file format (Esri, 2013) 
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7 Methodology 
Since working for five years in the domain of environmental and urban meteorology and even some 

more years with GIS, it was obvious that both scopes should bound together like chewing gum and 

hair. Through the unique analyse techniques urban meteorology aspects can be included in urban plan-

ning processes. For a qualified integration a reduction process of complexity is needed, otherwise com-

plexity of reality isn´t analysable using normal computer systems.  

Now the idea is to create a more manageable, more flexible and more significant extension, which can 

be easily implement in Esri’s ArcGIS System. While the extension provides nearly all needed basic data 

for Europe, so the effort of additional data is less important. But if additional data is available the 

model can generate a scientific and planning added value, for example if demographic data can be 

used. 

The design and development of the method to create the extension was a nonlinear process. Due to 

the close connection to the department work, a smooth and interacting style emerged. Five main top-

ics were essential for this work.  

1) A large assortment of literature had to be procured.  

2) A standardised pan-European database was created as guaranty for basic input data.  

3) Support for further development of the used urban climate modelling method. 

4) Evaluation of new model approaches comparing literature and already existing urban climate maps 

and analysis.  

5) The extension and model implementation inside ArcGIS. 

During the pre-examinations the complexity of environmental and urban meteorology came clear, as 

it was decided to integrate the research methodology in this work as independence literature and 

spatial/technical database. 

In total a number of 223 e-papers were collected dedicated to the following topics. 

Climate Change    21 e-papers 

Urban Climate    22 e-papers 

Urban Greenery   25 e-papers 

Urban Ventilation   49 e-papers 

Urban Planning    24 e-papers 

Radiation & Thermal Comfort  43 e-papers 

GIS Technic’s    29 e-papers 

Vulnerability    10 e-papers 

A full list of all collected can be found on the provided disk. Naturally most of the picked up papers can 

be assigned to more than one of the topics above, but to establish an overview a definite folder struc-

ture seems to be helpful. 
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The spatial/technical database was collected over the course of two years. The focus was set to open-

source data. Especially in the case of Europe the EEA is providing a huge amount of data about the 

environment. But next to the data collection the main task was the preparation and debugging of 

mostly geometrical errors. Finally the large scaled database was established, first to be used as source 

for the developed extension, but of course also as a free database for planning questions. To facilitate 

the further usage, the naming was changed (comp. 7.4.2.2) to a user-friendly and easy to understand 

nomenclature. 

Resulting from the research the scientific model development was focused to the scopes of thermal 

and dynamic aspects, because they were identified as the two main driving forces. Both of them are 

subdivided into different topics which are essential for the urban climate function and understanding.  

The developed extension became evaluated (until now) by the comparison and considering with the 

scientific literature database and the already available urban climate analysis of our department. One 

of the main aspiration of this extension and its models is its transparency and clearness. To deal with 

this, a switching of thinking was necessary. First capturing the characteristics of the urban climate and 

secondly generalisation to a functional matrix manageable in the ArcGIS system. By reducing the 

amount of self-programming tasks the model got (negatively) more complex because of more detours, 

but then again the model reached a higher level of tangibility. 

Next to the theoretical method development, nearly every step had to be tested in the used Model-

Builder to proof it on usability. This indicates a parallel process of development, and often a “one step 

forward, two steps back” strategy was inevitable. As a consequence lot of time was spend with try and 

error to find a suitable analyse technique for the mapping of urban climate factors.  

 

7.1 Extension & model development platform  

 ModelBuilder 

For this work the main development platform was the ModelBuilder which is dedicated to ArcGIS sys-

tem. Within the last few years the ModelBuilder became steady for the user development work in 

Esri´s ArcGIS family. As Allen (2011) mentioned correctly, in the beginning the ModelBuilder has grown 

from a simple tool, using strings and basic geoprocessing functions to a programming language framed 

by a user-friendly diagrammatic interface.  

The use of a model is mainly indicated by its capability to simulate a process or situation that occurs in 

reality. Using iterations, variables etc. the model provides the possibility to make changes in the simu-

lation system and analyse how it will react. 

Allen (2011) defines a rule that´s essential for the functional capability of the ModelBuilder. He says 

that “a basic truth about modelling is that models cannot perform a task that you cannot perform 

manually with ArcGIS geoprocessing tools. All the processes created in a model are composed of com-

ponents that already exist somewhere in the ArcGIS frame. This rule indicates, if it doesn´t exist in the 

ArcGIS framework of tools, you cannot do it in the ModelBuilder. In fact, one of the first steps to create 
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a model is to do the process manually and record the steps so that they can be duplicated in the model. 

Only after all steps are clearly defined a model be created to automate the process.” 

The rule also indicates that the functionality is reduced and limit to a various number of toolsets in 

ArcGIS. But ArcGIS has a strong relationship to the Open Source Programming Language Python which 

is also essential for the usage of ArcGIS and especially within the ModelBuilder self-created Python 

scripts can be included. This implies that the realistic capability upper limit is given by the functionality 

of Python and its sublanguages like NumPy, ArcPy etc. Other programming languages like Visual Basic 

and Java are supported as well but were not used in the development and are also not described in 

the following chapters.  

 
Figure 17 Example model in the ModelBuilder 

The structure of the ModelBuilder as shown in Figure 17 accords the main arrangement. Functions and 

tools are displayed as rectangles, input and outputs are shown as eclipses. By default two display op-

tions are available, but also an individual graphic design is possible. 

 
Figure 18 Example model with used datasets 

If one or more tools inside the ModelBuilder are linked to input datasets the ModelBuilder is validating 

the process imminently. If the test is passed, the model gets coloured depending on each variable 
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(Figure 18). In general every tool (rectangle) is marked yellow. Additionally used inputs features are 

shown in dark blue and the output features get coloured green. A full-coloured model indicates no 

errors of logic and a runnable tool. However the applicability cannot be checked. This depends on the 

user defined tasks. 

 
Figure 19 Example model with used datasets and additional variables 

Almost every tool has additional changeable variables. If these variables are set to display in the Mod-

elBuilder they appear in light blue if a value for the variable is set (Figure 19) Otherwise the variable 

will be hollow. Optional variables can be hollow (no value set), despite the model will run. Then again 

required variables like a buffer distance (Figure 19) have to be set to get the model coloured (runna-

ble). By using the additional visual help of the colour scheme, developing of new user matched tools is 

simplified, and logical errors can be analysed on time. Also if designing more complex models, some-

times it is necessary to set a variable as precondition for another function to control the model flow 

order (Figure 20). These preconditions will be visualised as dotted lines within the ModelBuilder pro-

cess diagram. 

Next to the common model tools, in some 

cases “spatial ETL Tools” were created. For 

the integration in the ModelBuilder a by-

pass function is needed. The “Stop” tool, 

which is a simple IF/ELSE query function is 

used for the connection. 

  

Figure 20 Example for preconditions, IF/ELSE function & Spatial ETL 
Tool 
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 Python 

Python is named after the famous TV comedy series Monty Python Flying Circus from the late 1960s. 

The language itself is part of ArcGIS´s developing interface. 

Unlike many other programming languages, Python can be learnt easily, but in spite of its simplicity 

the language was also developed to create complex software programs. Comparing to Siedle (2014) 

Python can be characterised to some key attributes. First as mentioned above Python is simple and 

easy to learn. It has a unique and clear syntax. The clearness bound developer to appropriate a disci-

plined programming behaviour to ensure the logic structure. Through the combination of reusability 

and uniform programming objects Python is suited for modularisation of program tasks, also all stor-

age questions are takeover by the language itself, thus that no further decisions have to be done. 

Because Python has an integrated compiler the coded programs are interpreted imminently, which is 

quite comfortable for switching between coding and testing sequences. Finally Python stands out for 

independence while working on different operating systems. This means that once a program is devel-

oped, it can be transferred to any Python supporting operation system (Windows, Unix, Linux, Mac OS) 

without any adaptions. 

Following Zandbergen (2013) “in a nutshell, Python scripting allows you to automate tasks in ArcGIS 

that would be quite cumbersome using the regular menu-driven interface.”  

 

 Python Add-In Wizard 

The Python Add-In Wizard was an idea of Esri to reduce obstacles and open the way for developers to 

get easy access to the GIS platform through Python scripting and programming. Since ArcGIS 10.1 Py-

thon was introduced to the list of languages for authoring Desktop add-ins, providing an easy solution 

to extend desktop functionality. To simplify the development of Python add-ins, the wizard will gener-

ate all the required files for the add-in to work (Figure 21). A Python add-in is a single compressed file 

with an Esri extension. It contains the following items (Esri, 2012). 

o config.xml—An Extensible Markup 

Language (XML) file defining the static add-

in properties (for example, author, version, 

caption, category, and so on). 

o Python script—The Python script (.py 

file) containing your business logic. 

o Resource files—Items, such as images, 

toolboxes and in some cases, data that is 

used to support your add-in. 

As a single, compressed file, add-ins can 

easily be shared between users and 

plugged into a desktop application by cop-

ying the add-in file to a well-known folder Figure 21 Python Add-In Wizard Project Settings 
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and removed by deleting it from this folder. The Add-In Wizard itself provides two main features. First 

it´s creating a python project file. Guided by a simple wizard mask, at the beginning the project settings 

are set (Figure 21), like legal details, thumbnails, name etc. 

Onward the interface provides the possibility to create GUIs (Graphic User Interface) for different types 

like tools, buttons, combo 

boxes, menus, toolbars, 

tool palettes and applica-

tion extensions (Figure 

22). Based on Python Add-

Ins a user friendly inter-

face can be created to 

simplify the integration of 

self-developed models 

and scripts in ArcGIS. After 

the installation of the cre-

ated add-in within the 

ArcGIS, it can be switched 

on directly as a unique 

toolbar. 

 

 

 
Figure 23 Example toolbar preconditioned and customised within the Python Add-In Wizard 

As already mentioned above the add-in is not restricted to create a toolbar. Also toolboxes, menus or 

simple buttons can be the right choice, depending on the development intension. For example releas-

ing a toolbox can be very helpful for further development by third parties, because the model is pro-

vided and can easily be modified. Publish a toolbar like shown in Figure 23 is useful to ensure that third 

parties only have an isolated access limited to the model functionality and not to its development level, 

which can be useful especially for budding or commercial models.  

Figure 22 Python Add-In Wizard Add-In Contents 
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7.2 Extension & Model Database 

As mentioned in the previous chapters a useful urban climate analysis is bound to the complexity and 

availability of the used data sources. Today many data sources are available as open source and can 

be used for scientific research and commercial analysis. Therefore, one approach for the developed 

model is to use predefined weighting tables for different kinds of open and commercial data sources. 

Because of the demand to use the model pan-European and later worldwide separated templates for 

the basically needed land-use data were elaborated. 

Next to the land use data, many information exists in different 

format standards, so the process to convert them into an anal-

ysis useful format could take lots of time, and slows down the 

analysis. To avoid this effect, the extension supports a bunch 

of different data formats and sources. Because of the capacity 

to store a huge amount of data on standard computers within 

the extension all land use datasets of CORINE, GMES urban at-

las as well as the IPCC Climate Change Scenarios and the digital 

elevation model with a resolution of 30 m for Europe and 90 m 

global are included (Figure 24). The following list describes the 

needed basic data and the additional useful data. 

 

 Provided Data included in the Database 

7.2.1.1 Land use data 

CLC – Corine Land Cover (Europe): The Corine Land Cover project was founded in the late 1980s 

by the EU (European Union) and the EEA (European Environment Agency) The prospected task was to 

provide an area-wide land use / land cover dataset for Europe. The CLC dataset consists of European-

wide uniform nomenclature of 44 classes build in a 3-level-hierachy, divided into 38 environmental 

classes and 6 urban classes. Due to this the main focus of this project is set to detect and collect the 

environmental status. The data collection based on Landsat 7, IRS-P6 LISS III, SPOT-4 and SPOT-5 sat-

ellite observation. In the first stage (1990) the collecting accuracy was set to 250m and the data was 

only provided as a raster dataset. Today (2006 & 2013) the data is available as a seamless vector data-

base with an accuracy of 100 m width for line features and 25 ha area for polygon features. 

GMES Urban Atlas: (Europe):  Arisen from the CLC project the GMES Urban Atlas is focusing 

on large urban areas with more than 100.000 inhabitants. The Urban Atlas has a classification of 20 

classes in total. Different from CLC the majority is embossed by 17 urban structure classes. Only 3 

classes are dedicated to environmental aspects. The reference year for the first trance is 2006 ± 1 year. 

The collected data is based on a 2.5 m resolution. Like CLC the mapped data were received by satellite 

observation using SPOT-5, Formosat-2, Kompsat-2 and ALOS. The project is still ongoing (status 2014) 

to collect all data from the selected European regions. 

Figure 24 Database Structure 
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7.2.1.2 Digital elevation data 

EU DEM (30 m):    Arisen from the GMES RDA (Reference Data Access) 

project the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) provides a 30 m resolution accuracy which is equivalent to 

1 arc second defined 2.78E-4 degrees. It is a Digital Surface Model (DSM) which represents the first 

surface layer of the earth. The project was realised within the Copernicus research programme, fi-

nanced and managed by the European Commission and the industry sector.  

SRTM (30 m USA only, 90 m / 250 m global):   Related to the Shuttle Radar Topogra-

phy Mission the SRTM dataset provides a worldwide (80 % of the world land cover) elevation model 

with a 250 m and 90 m resolution. The project was a cooperation joint venture of the National Geo-

spatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) with 

the focus to map and generate a high level detail elevation model of the world. Whilst the global res-

olution is actually limited to 90 m, the SRTM Project provides also a 30 m accuracy coverage for the 

United States of America. The mission started in February 2000 with a duration of 11 days. 

7.2.1.3 IPCC data 

Based on the latest IPCC report of 2013 additional data of temperature, precipitation and number of 

summer days for the time period from May to September for the years 2050 and 2080 are carried out 

for Europe. The included datasets are based on the moderate RCP4.5 scenario derivate from the 

“MPI_ESM_LR” model which is the replacement of the common pan-European used “ECHAM5” model 

of the previous IPCC 4 report. 

7.2.1.4 Additional data 

Layer files:  Layer files are used to save a pre-set of display and attribute properties of a 

vector or raster data. Layer files were generated for all calculation results and are used by default.  

Signature file:  The signature file (*.gsg) is necessary for the “Additional Green Detection” 

tool. The signature file defines the different colour values, which are used to collect the green structure 

out from the satellite aerial images. Attributable to support of Google satellite aerial images, this sig-

nature files is not officially useable with other aerial datasets. If the *.gsg file is used anyhow with 

different images sources errors may occur. 

Boundary files:  If no user defined shapefile carrying the research extend is available the data-

base provides the boundaries of all “GMES Urban Atlas” areas as well as all administrative borders for 

Germany and the pan-European country borders. 

 

 Supported data not included in the database 

7.2.2.1 Land use data 

ATKIS Basis-DLM (Germany):  The DLM, “Digital Landscape Model” is a cooperation product 

of the federal states of the federal republic of Germany. The most common so called Basis-DLM (for-

merly known as DLM25) provides a nomenclature of 64 object classes at a reference scale of 1:10.000 

- 1:25.000. For Germany it is the most detailed data source available. 
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Open Street Map (World):  The Open Street Map data should only be used if no other data 

sources are available. Dedicated to the open source idea, the project is not led by any governmental 

or official institution, which can guaranty for the provided data. Partly used, especially when no other 

data is available the Open Street Map data, if proved of correctness, can be helpful for the urban cli-

mate analysis. The advantage of this dataset is its nearly worldwide disposability. 

7.2.2.2 Digital elevation data 

o Common used grid / raster data 

o ASCCI data 

7.2.2.3 Building information data 

o ASCCI data 

o ESRI polygon shapefiles 

7.2.2.4 Satellite aerial images 

o Google satellite aerial images (different formats like *.bmp; *.png; *.tiff are supported)  
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7.3 Extension overview 

Derived from the aspiration to provide a suitable ArcGIS extension to model and analyse the main 

aspects of the urban climate (compare chapter 6.1 & 6.2) the decision was to come up with an exten-

sion as a separate toolbar within ArcMap.  

 
Figure 25 The extension toolbar 

The extension toolbar (Figure 25) is divided into three menus and has three separate buttons. The 

toolbar contains the functionality of every developed model. Additional to the following content over-

view see chapter 7.4 for detailed description of every model. 

Preparation menu 

This menu contains two tools. All parameters needed for the fruitful use of the extensions will be set 

here. The use is recommended. 

Manual Analysis menu 

All thermal and dynamic analyse models can be chosen from this menu. Available models are: Building 

Mass Analysis, Additional Green Selection, Insolation Analysis, Ventilation Potential Analysis, Noctur-

nal Cold Air Production and Overflow. 

Climate Change Trends 

Thematic layers for temperature, precipitation and number of summer days can be chosen here from 

the provided database.  

Additional it is recommended to establish a WMS server connection EEA discomap server service 

(http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/arcgis/rest/services ), to get access to more information layers of cli-

mate and environment relevance. 

UCF Wizard Button 

The Wizard button was developed to run all models, which are accessible via the “Manual Analysis” 

menu, within one step. This can be useful if no other calculations have been done, to generate a cli-

matic overview. Once all parameters are set, the wizard runs all calculation independently. The ad-

vantage is that this unsupervised method can be a time saving option, but if the calculation is started 

the disadvantage is that the process cannot be paused anyhow to be continued later. Depending on 

the research area size the calculation time can vary a lot. 

Clear Project Data Button & Clear All Button 

Cleaning options to purge unnecessary data. 

  

http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/arcgis/rest/services
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7.4 Extension & Model Descriptions 

 Reading instructions 

In the following chapters and subchapters the entire extension with all models will be illustrated and 

explained in detail. For a simplified understanding every model will be shown in its development model 

structure, the model process diagram. The diagram flow reading direction is orientated from the upper 

left to the lower right. All tools are running consecutive, even if tools have the same vertical alignment. 

If a tool is subordinated to another it will be connected by an arrow headed line. To retain the reada-

bility some models had be fit to the canvas extend. Next to the model diagram (Figure 26) an explana-

tory report comes along. The exhaustive presentment displays the model process dialog, which is the 

most user relevant aspect because it comes into effect when running the extension. However the ex-

planations for the model process dialog are reduced to a minimum, due to the fact that the model 

process dialog is carrying all necessary information and help within itself. An example view of a full 

model description is shown below. 

 

Headline 

Model name with the dedicated menu in the toolbar (set in brackets). Also, a small icon is placed, 

identical to the used icons in the extension toolbar. The model process diagram is spitted (if necessary) 

into groups marked with a coloured border and a letter. 

 
Figure 26 Example view of the model process diagram 

Model Description 

Model name: The name of the designed model. 

Average Calculation time: The average calculation time necessary to run the specified model for the 

sample data (Kassel ~ 324 km²). 

Description: The description about the model capacities are and how the model is working. 
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Model process diagram 

A – Group Description 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: The name of the tool inside the model diagram and a de-

scription of its functionality. The original tool name by Esri is put in brackets. For additional information 

the tool is linked to its associated help page from Esri. The original tool indicates on which function the 

designed tool is based on. 

Variables used: Variable name with the variable value in brackets. Only important or necessary varia-

bles dedicated to each tool are listed and explained here. Common variables will not be explained. 

Further information can be found when using the model, inside the process dialog or following the link 

to the Esri tool help page. 

 

Model process dialog & result 

 
Figure 27 Example view of the model process dialog 

The model process dialog (Figure 27) is a two-tier system. While on the left (red framed) all necessary 

parameters and variables are displayed and can be modified if needed, the right side (orange framed) 

carries the model name together with the model description. If you point into one row on the left, 

customised information and help topics will appear on the right subjected to each unique row variable. 

Furthermore an example of the unique model result is shown and described. 
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 Parameters (Preparation Menu) 

7.4.2.1 Project Folder and Geodatabase Creation  

 
Figure 28 Process diagram of the "Project Folder and Geodatabase Creation Model
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Model Description 

Model name: Project folder and Geodatabase Creation (Figure 27) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): < 7 sec. 

Description: This simple model was designed to build up the framework conditions for all analyse mod-

els. Next to the project folder creation on the local hard drive (usually “C:\UCMProject”) with several 

subfolders (see Table 6 & further description in chapter 8), the model also creates automatically five 

file geodatabases for (interim) storage, calculation storage and final result storage. 

Table 6 Folder and Geodatabase overview 

Folder Sub Folder / GDB  

UCMProject data/orig additional space to store original data (manually) 

 data/gdb Sub folder for project file geodatabases 

 data/gdb/conditioned.gdb gdb to store all adjusted and necessary input data 

 data/gdb/calculations.gdb gdb to store important interim results, which can be 

used additionally 

 data/gdb/finallayers.gdb gdb to store the final layers for presentation & fur-

ther analysis 

 data/gdb/temp.gdb gdb to store interim results 

 data/gdb/FRtemp.gdb gdb to store dump files needed for ventilation anal-

ysis 

   

 /map (not used yet) 

 /report (not used yet) 

 

Model process diagram 

A – Folder Creation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Folder “UCMProject” (Create Folder) 

Variables used: Folder Location (C:\) 

Variables used: Folder Name (UCMProject) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Subfolders “map & report” (Create Folder) 

Variables used: Folder Location (C:\UCMProject) 

Variables used: Folder Names (map; report) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Subfolder “data” (Create Folder) 

Variables used: Folder Location (C:\UCMPRoject) 

Variables used: Folder Name (data) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Subfolder “orig” (Create Folder) 

Variables used: Folder Location (C:\UCMProject\data) 

Variables used: Folder Name (orig) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Subfolder “gdb” (Create Folder) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000pz000000
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000pz000000
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000pz000000
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000pz000000
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000pz000000
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Variables used: Folder Location (C:\UCMProject\data) 

Variables used: Folder Name (gdb) 

B – File Geodatabase Creation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Project File Geodatabase (Create File Geodatabase) 

Variables used: File GDB Location (C:\UCMProject\data\gdb) 

Variables used: File GDB Names (conditioned; calculations; finallayers; temp; FRtemp) 

 

Model process dialog & results 

 
Figure 29 Process dialog of the Project Folder and Geodatabase Creation tool 

Running the model will open the model process dialog (Figure 29). In this case the process dialog is 

fixed and no changes can be done. The short tool help on the right describes the main model function-

ality. To use the extension productively it is recommended to run this model at the beginning. 

 
Figure 30 Created project folders and geodatabases 

As result Figure 30 shows the created folders, sub-folders and file geodatabases located on the local 

hard drive “C:\”. The folder “orig” is not used by any model. The folder is added to provide the possi-

bility to store the project related data and information within the “UCMProject” folder. The folder 

“map” will only be used if the wizard model was performed. Then, all results (located in the “finallay-

ers.gdb”) will added to a new map document (UrbanClimate.mxd). At this development level the “re-

port” folder is not used yet.

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000pw000000
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7.4.2.2 Data Preparations  

 
Figure 31 Process diagram of the "Data Preparation” model 
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Model Description 

Model name: Data Preparations (Figure 31) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): < 5 min. 

Description: In logical order the “Data Preparation” model is used to condition the data for the research 

area / extent. Besides the default support of different area selection methods, user defined polygons 

can be used. After the research extend is defined the model clips, fixes and classifies every input da-

taset and stores it in the “conditioned” geodatabase. 

To generate a unified land use classification, the three different supported land use dataset have to be 

reclassified or redirected as shown below (Table 7). Within the “Data Preparation” model this step is 

performed automatically. 

Table 7 Land Use reclassification table 

Reclassification CLC_Code GMES_Code ATKIS 

Green / Agriculture / 

Open spaces 

141, 211, 212, 213, 

221, 222, 223, 231, 

241, 242, 243, 321, 

322, 323, 331, 332, 

333, 334, 335, 411, 

412, 421, 422, 423  

13400, 14100, 20000 43001, 43003, 43004, 

43005, 43006, 43007, 

43008, 41005, 41008, 

53003 

Forest 244, 311, 312, 313, 324 30000 43002, 41009 

Urban Areas (light 

built-up areas) 

111, 112, 122, 131, 

133, 142 

11100, 11210, 11220, 

11230, 11240, 11300, 

12210, 12220, 12230, 

13300, 14200 

41001, 41003, 41006, 

41007, 51001, 51003, 

51004, 51005, 51006, 

51007, 51009, 52001, 

52002, 42001, 42002, 

42003, 42005, 42008, 

42009, 53001, 53007, 

53008, 53009 

Industrial Areas 121, 124, 132 12100, 12400, 13100 41002, 41004, 51002 

Water bodies 123, 511, 512, 521, 

522, 523 

12300, 40000, 50000 44001, 44002, 44003, 

44004, 44005, 44006, 

57003, 57004, 52003 

The full code transcription can be found in the appendix (chapter 12) 

 

Model process diagram 

A – Input Data Preparation & Clipping 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Select (Select) 

Selection of the research area. By default the polygon dataset of the “GMES Urban Atlas” is used. To 

select the proper research area an expression string is necessary. In the model dialog the expression 

query is simple, as only one of the listed urban areas have to be selected. For Germany all administra-

tive borders are available in an additional dataset to select. The expression query is not changing. Also, 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//0017000000v6000000
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user defined polygon areas can be loaded. In this case the selection expression can vary depending on 

the used dataset. 

Variables used: Input Research Area 

Variables used: Expression for Selection  

Extracts features from an input feature class or input feature layer, typically using a select or Structured 

Query Language (SQL) expression and stores them in an output feature class. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Research and Nesting Area Creation (Buffer) 

Buffer the research area to reduce border related errors during the calculation steps. The research 

area will be extended by 1 km by default, but can be adjusted manually. 

Variables used: Distance  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Research Area DEM Clip (Clip, Raster) 

Next to building footprints and land use datasets the Digital Elevation Model is clipped out to the buff-

ered research area. By default the pan-European available 30 m DEM is used. This dataset comes with 

the project database, but other input datasets are possible to use. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Import Aerial Image (Copy Raster) 

For the “Additional Green Analysis” an aerial satellite image is needed. The default support is the 

Google satellite image, which can be downloaded with different external programs for free.  

Variables used: Delete Features with Null geometry 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Research Area Building Clip (Clip) 

After the extended research area is created, this domain is used to clip all building footprints. The 

source for the building footprints have to be set by the user, because the project database (see chapter 

7.2) is not providing any building footprints. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Research Land Use Clip (Clip) 

Comparing to the building clip function the research area land use clip is extracting the given land use. 

By default the input dataset is the “GMES Urban Atlas”. Besides the pan-European “CLC” dataset can 

be selected from the project database. In the case Germany the “ATKIS” dataset is supported but is 

not included in this database. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Repair Geometry Buildings (Repair Geometry) 

To avoid geometrical errors, which can cause calculation problems later, the clipped building footprints 

are checked. Typically the most common error type is the self-intersection of polygon vertices. The 

repair process will repair or delete these self-intersections. 

Variables used: Delete Features with Null geometry 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (Add Spatial Index) 

Index process on spatial characteristics to speed up further spatial operations. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Repair Geometry Land Use (Repair Geometry) 

Automatic process with the same functionality as used for the building footprints. 

Variables used: Delete Features with Null geometry 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//000800000019000000
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#//00170000009n000000
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000094000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/000800000004000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/000800000004000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000003v000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000003v000000.htm
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B – Land Use Reclassification 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Join Field Land Use Type (Join Field) 

A Reclassification table is used to generalise the different land use classes to five main types for the 

upcoming calculations. These types are:  

- Green / Agriculture / Open spaces 

- Forest 

- Urban Areas 

- Industrial Areas 

- Water bodies 

Variables used: Input Join Field 

Variables used: Join Table 

Variables used: Input Join Field 

Variables used: Output Join Field 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (2) (Add Spatial Index) 

Index process on spatial characteristics to speed up further spatial operations. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Attribute Index (Add Attribute Index) 

Index process on the attribute table to speed up further field based calculations, especially with large 

datasets. 

Variables used: All Fields are added to the Index 

C – Dump File Creation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Dump File 1 – 3 (Create Feature Class) 

The proper run of all models make it necessary to create some dump files, which are used as place-

holders. These dump files will be deleted and replaced later. Following files will be created. 

“FR_Rotated_Lines_Temp”, “FR_Line_Intersections_Temp”, FR_Aggregated Buzildings 

Variables used: Coordinate System (ETRS_1989_UTM_Zone_N32); This is the default. If necessary the 

coordinate system can be adjusted manually. 

Model process dialog & result  

Inside the process dialog (Figure 32), all necessary options are already set by default to the inputs from 

the “Sampledata.gdb” which is located inside the “UCM_database” Important variables like the land 

use classification table can be adjusted here, especially if not using the default land use data of the 

“GMES Urban Atlas”. Depending on the selected land use dataset the proper classification table have 

to be selected. This have be done manually but only three classification tables are provided by default 

for “CLC”, “GMES Urban Atlas” and “ATKIS”. To ensure compatibility the join field has to be selected 

manually. To use the whole extension productively it is recommended to run this model at the begin-

ning after the “Project Folder and Geodatabase” model was executed. 

 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000065000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000002p000000.htm
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Figure 32 Process dialog of the “Data Preparation” model 

 
Figure 33 Created results from "Data Preparation" model 

After the model run was performed (Figure 33), the prepared datasets will be stored at the “condi-

tioned” geodatabase (red frame). New generated features will be extended with the string “root to 

mark them as the basic inputs for all following calculation steps. Next to the root data three dump files 

will be created inside the “FRtemp” geodatabase (blue frame). They are necessary for the ventilation 

potential analysis.  
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 Thermal Aspect (Manual Analysis Menu) 

7.4.3.1 Building Mass Analysis  

 
Figure 34 Process diagram of the "Building Mass Analysis” model" 
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Model Description 

Model name: Building Mass Analysis (Figure 34) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): 12 min. 

Description: To detect the building volume of an area, the building mass has to be subjected to a vol-

ume that defines 100 %. To reach this a common professional practise is to tile the research area into 

a fishnet, cutting every building to the fishnet cell extent and then calculate the relation of building 

volume to the cell size volume with a fictive height. The problem with this method is, that cutting a 

building into slices may cause incorrect results because of various factors, for example concise cut high 

rise buildings can generate 100 % of building volume for a cell that would be normally not or only a 

little be influenced by the building. 

Leaving this method behind, a new concept was needed to generate a more realistic image of the 

existing building mass corresponding to the whole build-up area. Because of the high capacity and 

functionality of ArcGIS to run density models with point data, it was obvious that a solution could be 

deduced from the spatial point density functions. During several series of tests the “Kernel Density” 

tool (Figure 35) was emerged as a good solution.  

 
Figure 35 Example how Kernel Density works (Esri, 2014) 

The “Kernel Density” creates a fictive smooth surface over each input point. Every surface grid cell 

directly under a point gets the point value of the “Population Field”. In our case it is the building height 

field. Defined by the search radius (by default 100m circular) for every point a surface grid (kernel 

surface) is generated filled with the highest value at the point origin to zero when reaching the research 

extent. The total density is calculated by adding overlapping values of all kernel surfaces. To convert 

the building polygons into points considering every building footprint area and its related height, every 

building is converted into a number of points as a function of its ground area. The height of every 

building is set as a “population field” which specifies how often a point will be count during the kernel 

analysis. To keep the urban morphological attributes into account a maximum building height can be 

defined by a model parameter The generated output result represents the density of features in de-

pendence of the research area extend.  

 

Model process diagram 

A – Input Preparation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (Add Spatial Index) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
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Taking account of the large number of points which will be generated by the conversion, a spatial index 

will be generated to speed up further processing steps. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function:  Dissolve Buildings (Dissolve) 

To reduce the amount of building areas, the footprints will be merged together if they share the same 

border and have the same building height. 

Variables used: Dissolve Field (%Height Field%)) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Field “No_Points” (Add Field) 

An additional attribute field is added. It will define the number of points for every building footprint 

Variables used: Field Name (No_Points) 

Variables used: Field Type (Integer) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Attribute Index (Add Attribute Index) 

As well as the Spatial Index the Attribute Index is helpful especially if working with larger datasets. 

B – Transformation to Building Points  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate Field No_Points = Shape Area / 10 (Calculate Field) 

The number of points for each footprint is a result of the footprint areas divided by 10. The division is 

needful to reduce the amount of points generated to keep the model working with manageable time 

cost. The division value represents an intersection of calculation time reduction and the interest to 

keep the original accuracy.  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Building Points (Create Random Points) 

Creates a specified number of random point features. Random points are generated inside polygon 

features of the building footprints.  

Variables used: Number of Points (Field: No_Points) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Attribute Index for Building Points (Add Attribute Index) 

Creates a full attribute index on the new generated point feature class. 

C – Kernel Analysis 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Spatial Join Building Height (Spatial Join) 

Joins the contents of the building polygon attribute table to the attribute table of the generated ran-

dom points based on the “ObjectID” and the “CID” field which represents the direct spatial linkage. 

The input table is updated to contain the fields from the join table. As result the height attribute field 

is joined to every point feature in the “Building Points” feature class. 

Variables used: Join Fields (all) 

Variables used: Condition (Within); 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate Maximum Height (Calculate Field) 

Recalculate the maximum building height defined by the user. The default is 30 m. 

Variables used: %Height Field%; Variable to define the height field of the building dataset 

Variables used: %Maximum Height% (30); Variable to define the maximum building height 

Expression: HeightLimit 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000047000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000004m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000002r000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000000q000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000004m000000.htm
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Expression Type: VB 

Code Block:  

Dim HeightLimit 

If [%Height Field%] > %Maximum Height% Then 

HeightLimit = %Maximum Height% 

else 

HeightLimit = [%Height Field%] 

end if  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Kernel Density Analysis (Kernel Density) 

The main analyse function of this model. Using Kernel point density, a neighbourhood is specified that 

calculates the density of the population (count) around each output cell, while the function spreads 

out the known quantity of the count for each point out from the point location. The resulting surfaces 

surrounding each point in kernel density are based on a quadratic formula with the highest value at 

the centre of the surface (the point location) and tapering to zero at the search radius distance. For 

each output cell, the total number of the accumulated intersections of the individual spread surfaces 

is calculated (compare Esri, 2014). 

Variables used: Output Cell Size (10 m)  

Variables used: Search Radius (100 m) 

Variables used: Population Field (%Height Field%) 

 

Model process dialog & result 

 
Figure 36 Process dialog of the “Building Mass Analysis” model 

Within the process dialog of the “Building Mass Analysis” model only a few view parameters (Figure 

36) are displayed. Input and output are defined by default. The “Height Field Name” defines the build-

ing height field and has to be selected by the user. The maximum height is set to 30 m orientated on 

middle class German city like Kassel. In focus to use this tool for other urban areas the maximum height 

can be customised as well. Finally the search radius can be adjusted. By default a 100 m radius is used. 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z0000000s000000.htm
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The result is using a standard 6 class symbology based on the “natural break” (jenks) selection method 

(Figure 37). The given values represent the statistically distribution of points related on one square 

kilometre. Additional, other reference scales can be chosen. 

 
Figure 37 Example result of building mass analysis (with & without the building footprint outlines) 
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7.4.3.2 Insolation Analysis  

 

Figure 38 Process diagram of the "Insolation" model 
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Model Description 

Model name: Insolation Analysis (Figure 38) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): 27 hr 

Description: The “Insolation” model provides the possibility to model the incoming global solar radia-

tion composed of the direct and diffuse radiation (Figure 39). Until now the also influencing reflected 

radiation cannot be taken into account. Besides, some scientific approaches e.g. by Hofierka & Zlocha 

(2012) are trying to deal with this issue in GIS. Additional to the focused calculation of the insolation, 

the majority of the model process is to prepare and condition the influencing factors. Because of that 

ArcGIS can only deal with raster datasets for the insolation calculation, the used building infrastructure 

has to be mosaic with the digital elevation model. For this it is necessary to avoid topographic steps 

within the building areas, which will normally appear by using a simple merge method.  

 
Figure 39 Incoming solar radiation components (adapted after Esri, 2014) 

The calculation time is set to the 21st of June for the time period from 6 am to 9 pm. This default can 

be adjusted by the user setup within the model process dialog. Based on the standards of the World 

Radiation Center (WRC), the solar flux outside the atmosphere at the mean earth-sun distance, 

known as solar constant is set to 1367 W/m2. The diurnal variation from sunrise to sunset elucidate 

the sun shadow effects caused by sharp topographic break lines and building heights. The result is 

displayed in watt hours per square meter (WH/m2) in total sum for 15 hours. The result for every 

hour can be loaded separately. 
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Model process diagram 

A – Input DEM & Buildings Transformation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Building Footprints to Points (Feature to Point) 

Every Building footprint is converted to a single point. The points are always placed at the centroid of 

each building footprint. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Base Heights (Add Surface Information) 

For every point which was created the surface information of the underlying DEM are sampled. This 

value represents the ground base height for every building. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Attribute Index (Add Attribute Index) 

Creates an attribute index for the building points to speed up further join operation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Join Base Heights to Building Footprints (Join Field) 

The collected surface base heights for every building centroid points are now joined back to the build-

ing footprint polygons. As result each polygon has an additional attribute field carrying the ground 

base height. A direct sampling of the base heights using the building footprints is not possible due to 

the large amount of features which will cause the freeze of the calculation. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Building Footprints to Raster (Polygon to Raster) 

As preparation to include the building base heights into the DEM, the building footprints are now con-

verted to a raster. Each raster cell has the value of the building base height. 

Variables used: Cell size (2 m) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Mosaic DEM & Base Heights (Mosaic to New Raster) 

The mosaic tool creates a new raster dataset containing a merge of the given input DEM and the base 

height raster. In the result every building footprint area has now a plane basement with the height of 

the sampled surface information. This method ensures that no topographic break lines will cross the 

prospective added building heights. 

Variables used: Mosaic Operator (Last); The output cell value of the overlapping areas will be the 

value from the last raster dataset mosaicked into that location. 

Variables used: Cell size (2 m) 

Variables used: Pixel Type (16 bit unsigned); The values can range from 0 to 65,535. 

Variables used: Number of Bands (1) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Building Heights to Raster (Polygon to Raster) 

As preparation to include the building heights into the conditioned DEM, the building polygons are 

now converted into a raster. Each raster cell has the value of the building height. 

Variables used: Cell size Building Raster (2 m) 

Variables used: Building Height Field (height) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Mosaic Base Height DEM & Building Heights (Mosaic) 

The mosaic tool is adding (sums) the newly created building height raster to the existing DEM (with 

base height) raster. The result is representing a conditioned DEM of natural topography and building 

infrastructure. 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000003m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/00q9/00q900000016000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000065000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0012/001200000030000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000098000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0012/001200000030000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000097000000.htm
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Variables used: Mosaic Operator (Sum); The output cell value of the overlapping areas will be the total 

sum of the overlapping cells. 

B – Area Solar Radiation Calculation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Area Solar Radiation (Area Solar Radiation) 

After all preparation is done the real calculation can process. As mentioned in the basic model descrip-

tion above the solar radiation is calculated for 15 hours at the summer solstice using 1 hour calculation 

interval.  

Variables used: Hour interval (1) 

Variables used: Sky Size (100); The sky size defines into how many tiles the sky should be cut. Depend-

ing on the research area extend the sky size can be adjusted. 

Variables used: Calculation time (172, 6 am to 9 pm) 

Variables used: Diffuse Proportions (0.3); The proportion of global normal radiation flux that is diffuse. 

Values range from 0 to 1. This value can be set according to atmospheric conditions. The default value 

is 0.3 for clear sky conditions (in general). 

Variables used: Transmittivity (0.5); The fraction of radiation that passes through the atmosphere (av-

eraged over all wavelengths). Values range from 0 (no transmission) to 1 (all transmission). The default 

is 0.5 for a clear sky (in general).  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Log10 (Raster Calculator) 

The Log10 calculates the base 10 logarithm of cells in a raster. The additional created raster reduces 

the range of values for further analysis. 

Variables used: Expression (Log10("%Output Global Insolation 6h to 21h%")) 

 

Model process dialog & result 

 
Figure 40 Process dialog of the "Insolation Analysis" model 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000t5000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000z7000000.htm
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Running the process dialog of the “Insolation Analysis” model 

(Figure 40), only the necessary information are displayed. By de-

fault nothing have to be changed to run the model proper. The 

selected sky size should not be set to a value lower than 100 (bet-

ter choose a higher value >=1000) otherwise the results could be-

come too fuzzy. As one result Figure 41 shows the diffuse radia-

tion. Additional, the direct radiation as well as the combined 

global radiation will be displayed. Even if the building attributes 

were included in the digital elevation model, the solar radiation 

tool cannot calculate the incoming radiation for the building fa-

cades, which depends on the concept working with 2D raster in-

formation than with true 3D data. 

 

Figure 41 Example calculation of the dif-
fuse solar radiation 
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7.4.3.3 Additional Green Selection  

 
Figure 42 Process diagram of the "Additional Green Selection" model 
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Model Description 

Model name: Additional Green Selection (Figure 42) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): 38 min. 

Description: One common problem often occurs using official land use datasets is the loos of additional 

green information. In general the provided data only carries out information about larger green areas. 

Additional information sources like tree cadastre or high detailed 4-band multispectral satellite aerial 

images to analyse using “NDVI” (Normalised Difference Vegetation Index) technic are normally high 

prised and not accessible for research. 

But the urban green infrastructure plays an important role to mitigate the urban heat island effect (see 

chapter 6.1), so that realistic estimation of the existing urban greenery is required. For this case the 

model of “Additional Green Selection” was designed. The only thing needed is a Google satellite aerial 

image with a proper resolution (Figure 43).  

 
Figure 43 Direct compare between collected green and the original satellite image 

To get this legal many guidelines are published on the internet. The main idea is first to reduce the 

given colour bands (Figure 44) of the image and second sample the pixel matching the conditions of 

the elaborated signature file. The signature file is an essential part and was developed by performing 

training classifications on more than 150 separate Google satellite aerial images. Because of this the 

signature file only works well with the Google images. After the green collection a post processing step 

is executed to reduce smaller errors by erasing building footprints and land use classes dedicated to 

green areas and water bodies. 
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The result is a polygon dataset containing 

nearly all green infrastructure, especial of 

private green and solitaire street trees. Until 

now rooftop greenery is not collected be-

cause of the rectification process, but it 

should be possible to perform a query on 

percentage of coverage comparing to the 

building rooftop area to distinguish between 

errors and real rooftop greenery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model process diagram 

A – Satellite Image Analysis & Transformation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Composite Bands to Crate 2 Band Image (Composite Bands) 

This tool creates a new 3 band raster image from 2 bands of the RGB satellite aerial image. For the tool 

only the green and the blue colour bands are used. As result the new created image is missing the red 

colour band and is replaced by the second. 

Variables used: Input Aerial Raster Bands (2 & 3); By default the second (green) and the third (blue) 

bands are selected. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Green Collection (Maximum Likelihood Classification) 

By using the provided signature file from the project database all pixel with matching values are se-

lected and written to a new raster dataset. The new dataset contains only two values. One for green 

and one for all the rest. 

Variables used: Output Coordination System (ETRS_1989_UTM_Zone_N32); By default this is the 

standard for Germany 

Variables used: Input Signature File (aerial_signature_file.gsg) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Resample Collection Raster to 2m Resolution (Resample) 

Resample the green collection raster to reduce further calculation time and eliminate two small arte-

facts. 

Variables used: Resampling Technic (NEAREST) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Majority Filter (Majority Filter) 

Figure 44 Composition of raster bands (Esri, 2014) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000009p000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000pp000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000009t000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000037000000.htm
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Outlier or not proper selected pixel are getting cleared by the majority filter. Smaller gaps (for example 

in treetops) will be closed if the four surrounding pixel values are equal. 

Variables used: Number of Neighbours to Use (4) 

Variables used: Replacement threshold (Majority) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Raster Calculator Con 1 = value (Raster Calculator) 

To extract only the pixel feature which were classified as green using the signature file, the condition 

query exports the green to a new raster dataset. 

Variables used: Expression (Con("%Output Generalised Classification%" == 1,"%Output Generalised 

Classification%")) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Green Raster to Polygon (Raster to Polygon) 

After a raster containing only the green area was created, this raster can converted to a polygon fea-

ture. Important is to not simplify the new polygon otherwise the calculation time will rise uncontrolla-

ble. 

Variables used: Simplify Polygon (False) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve (Dissolve) 

Using the dissolve tool on the “GRIDCODE” attribute field now easily reduce the number of features. 

To conserve the spatial independence no multipart features should be created. 

Variables used: Dissolve Fields (GRIDCODE) 

Variables used: Create Multipart Features (False) 

B – Error Resolving 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Select Land Use Classes (Select) 

Select the open areas like greenery, agriculture, water bodies etc. 

Variables used: Expression (overflow = 1 OR overflow = 2 OR overflow = 5 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Erase Selected Land Use Features (Erase) 

The “Erase” tool will eliminate all green polygon features which have a spatial intersection with the 

selected land use classes of water bodies and green areas. The features are sharp cut out. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Erase Building Footprints (Erase) 

Comparing to the Land use erase this tool will do the same using the building footprints. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Clip Green to Research Extend (Clip) 

The final step is to clip out the cleared green areas polygon to the research extend. Unlike all other 

input data the satellite aerial image is not clipped during the “Preparation Data” model, because clip-

ping a high resolution satellite aerial image (depending on the extent) can disrupt and end up with an 

error message. 

  

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000z7000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0012/001200000008000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#/Select/000800000005000000/
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/000800000004000000.htm
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Model process dialog & result 

 
Figure 45 Process dialog of the "Additional Green Selection" model 

Like the other models the “Additional Green Selection” process dialog is reduced to a minimum (Figure 

45). When using a Google satellite aerial image the default signature file can be used. Don´t change 

the input raster colour bands, otherwise the signature file will possible conduct incorrect results. 

 
Figure 46 Process and result of the “Additional Green Selection” model 

Figure 46 shows a simplified sequence of the model run. From the aerial image on the left the new 

composite image is shown in the middle, and after the conversion and adjustment only additional 

green areas remain (dark green) in the right image. The transparency white areas represents examples 

for land use classes, which are already classified as green infrastructure. These areas are erased from 

the additional green selection to avoid intersection as well as the building footprints. The result is a 

dissolved polygon shapefile carrying only the additional green selected areas. 
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 Dynamic Aspect (Manual Analysis Menu) 

7.4.4.1 Nocturnal Cold Air Analysis  

 
Figure 47 Process diagram of the "Nocturnal Cold Air Potential Detection" model
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Model Description 

Model name: Nocturnal Cold Air Analysis (Figure 47) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): 4 min. 

Description: This model was designed to detect and display potentials of cold air movement and over-

flow in dependence to the potential cold air production areas. The model is orientated on different 

software solutions which all based on the shallow water equation. Assuming that cold air is acting like 

a fluid, if no other influencing conditions are given (like stronger regional nocturnal circulation) it was 

not far to seek that the “Hydrological” and “Groundwater” toolboxes within the “Spatial Analyst” Ex-

tension would provide the first steps into this task.  

The main problem was how to bring calculation time and scientific accuracy together to generate fast 

modelled results. While some outstanding software solutions calculate the amount of cold air produc-

tion in relation of time and morphology to simulate a dynamic flow during several hours, this model is 

pointed out to the focus to model the potential for large research areas. For sure today it is no problem 

to take the dynamic aspect into account within the ArcGIS (e.g. Lohmeyer developed a GIS based tool) 

but as long as no real support for parallel program processing with CPU multicores or even more rec-

ommend with the GPU is appropriated the huge amount of iterative calculation steps will slow down 

the system, especially if examining more than several hundred square kilometres. The model devel-

oped in this work needs a proximate calculation time of 5 to 10 minutes for a research area of Kassel 

(surrounding communities included). When the newer “true” 64 bit processing version of ArcGIS will 

be released (perhaps in the near end of 2014) an upgrade of this model to face the dynamic aspect will 

be probably possible and helpful using a derivation of the shallow water equation or the “Darcy Flow” 

tool inside the “Groundwater” toolset in the “Spatial Analyst”. 

 

Figure 48 Functionality of Flow Direction and Flow Accumulation (modified from Esri, 2014) 

The designed model is based in general on the land use information and the digital elevation model. 

After the conditioning of the DEM to fill smaller sinks or cut small peaks the flow direction and the flow 

accumulation (Figure 48) of the DEM raster is calculated. Defining a catchment area size of a minimum 

of 6 ha the stream network is generated based on the flow direction and the flow accumulation. Next 

from the new stream network two different cost distance analysis are performed using the slope and 

the different land use types. These elaborated cost grids are combined in a further step using the mo-

saic technic and then converted into a polygon feature class, while out from the stream network the 

additional “watershed” is modelled to indicate visually the catchment area of every stream based on 

the natural topography, meaning that it is ensured that grid cells are assigned physically correct to 

their respective catchment area. Finally points are derived from the steam network to sample the un-

derlying land use information. Parallel the build polygon run of areas are spatial joined with the land 
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use to detect overflow and potentially polluted areas. The used layers for representing the results are 

based on the budding renew VDI guideline 3787. 

 

Model process diagram 

A – Input Preparation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Fill Sink & Peaks (Fill) 

To smooth the DEM to reduce calculation problems smaller sinks and peaks are normalised. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Aggregate DEM to 10 m Resolution (Aggregate) 

Resample the DEM first to 10 m resolution. 

Variables used: Cell Factor (2); This is the default. This value has to be adjusted if the original DEM is in 

a 5 m resolution. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Aggregate (sec.) DEM to 20 m Resolution (Aggregate) 

Resample the DEM for second time. Now to a 20 m resolution. The aggregation is divided into two 

steps to reduce the chance to generate unrealistic surface information. 

Variables used: Cell Factor (2); This is the default. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Fill (sec.) Sink & Peaks (Fill) 

The same as above. 

B – Flow Calculations 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Flow Direction (Flow Direction) 

Resample the DEM first to 10 m resolution. 

Variables used: Force all edge cells to flow outward (True); This rule sets that all cells at the edge of 

the surface raster will flow outward from the surface raster to prevent that errors in further calcula-

tion. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Majority Filter (Majority Filter) 

Solving irritation inside the flow direction raster, to simulate the overflow of single disorientated cells. 

Variables used: Replacement threshold (Majority) 

Variables used: Numbers of Neighbours (8) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Reclassify 128° to 360° Rotation (Reclassify) 

For the rotation display of the overflow marking arrows, the orientation has to be adjusted to a 360° 

system- 

Variables used: Reclassification table (Figure 49) 

 
Figure 49 Direction Reclassification 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000050000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000034000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000034000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000050000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000052000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000037000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000sr000000.htm
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Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Flow Accumulation (Flow Accumulation) 

The Flow Accumulation tool calculates accumulated flow. Each cell in the output raster is an accumu-

lated weight of all cells flowing into each downslope cell. The weight for every cell is 1 by default. 

Variables used: Output Data Type (Intger) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Log10 on Flow Accumulation (Raster Calculator) 

The logarithmic expression reduce wide-ranging quantities to smaller scopes.  

Variables used: Expression (Log10("%Output Flow Accumulation%")) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Conditional 2.5 Replacement (Raster Calculator) 

Variables used: Expression (Con("%Output Log10 Result%">=2.5,"%Output Log10 Result%")) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Convert Flow Acc to Integer (Int) 

Conversion of floating values to integer values. Necessary for ongoing calculation. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stream Order (Stream Order) 

With the “Stream Order” method a numeric order to links in a stream network is assigned. This is a 

preparation step for the watershed generation and for creation of the flow indication arrows. 

Variables used: Method of Stream Ordering (Strahler); Every stream segment, starting at the beginning 

gets the value 1 for the first order. If two first order streams come together they generate a second 

order stream with the value 2, and so on (Figure 50) 

 

Figure 50 Stream ordering method by Strahler (adjusted after Esri, 2014) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stream to Feature (Stream to Feature) 

For further modelling the stream order raster is converted into a polyline feature. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stream Dangle Vertices to Points (Feature Vertices to Points) 

To generate the additional watershed area, point data is needed to indicate the pour points. 

Variables used: Point Type (Dangle); Dangle means that a point is created at every start and end posi-

tion of a line segment. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Watershed (Watershed) 

Using the point dataset as pour points with consideration of the original ID of every stream network, 

a catchment or watershed area is created for additional display. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Select Stream Lines > 500m Length (Select) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000051000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000z7000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000z7000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z0000008z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000057000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000058000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000003p000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000059000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#/Select/000800000005000000/
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Focus to generate the flow indication arrows, stream lines with a minimum length of 500 meters are 

selected. 500 m are used because this keeps save that all generated flow indication points, which will 

created from the mid vertices of every stream line, won´t be set to close to each other. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stream Mid Vertices to Points (Feature Vertices to Points) 

A point is created at every mid-point of the selected lines. 

Variables used: Point Type (Mid) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Extract Values to Points (Extract Values to Points) 

By using the reclassified flow direction raster together with the mid-points of the selected lines, this 

function extract the direction grid values to the spatial matching mid-points. The values are added to 

the attribute table.  

C – Cost Calculations 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Slope (Slope) 

As a preparation for the further “Cost Distance” calculation, the slope values for each cell has to be 

generated. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Conditional >= 1.5° Replacement (Raster Calculator) 

Simple step to extract all values with a slope value of 1.5° or more to a new raster dataset. Obvious 

this raster calculation could be done together with the following one, but because of further model 

adjustment possibilities they are divided into two separate steps. 

Variables used: Expression (Con("%Output DEM Slope%" >= 1.5,"%Output DEM Slope%")) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Conditional < 1.5° Replacement (Raster Calculator) 

Replacement of all slope values smaller than 1.5° with the minimum slope value of 1.5°. This process 

is necessary for the generation of a usable cost grid. Because of the accumulation within the “Cost 

Distance” calculation lower values would force the calculation to produce to large corridor areas. 

Variables used: Expression (Con("%Output DEM Slope%" <1.5,1.5)) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Mosaic Slope Rasters to New Raster Sum (Mosaic to New 

Raster) 

Using the sum operator the two separate grids are mosaicked to a new one. 

Variables used: Mosaic Operator (Sum) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Cost Distance for new Slope Raster (Cost Distance) 

Next a “Cost Distance” analyse is performed, using a maximum distance of 200 (cell units meters by 

default). This value defines the maximum accumulative costs which cannot exceed. The 200 meter 

border is flexible, but it turns out that 200 m fits the reality well. This indicates that the maximum 

width of calculated air overflow corridor is 400 m, in general. Performing later analysis will partly solve 

this regimentation. 

Variables used: Maximum Distance (200) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Polygon to Raster Land Use (Polygon to Raster) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000003p000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z0000002t000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000v2000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000z7000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000z7000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000098000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000098000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000018000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0012/001200000030000000.htm
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For the preparation to perform the “Cost Distance” analysis with the land use, the first step is to con-

vert the land use into a raster dataset. 

Variables used: Cell Size (5) 

Variables used: Value Field (CA_RP); Attribute field which was automatically added during the “Data 

Preparation” model run, within the classification table. The used values can be found inside the classi-

fication table for further research. The classification is based on two factors. The land use class and the 

maximum distance used in the following “Cost Distance” analysis for the land use raster. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Focal Statistics (Focal Statistics) 

Using the sum operator the two separate grids are mosaicked to a new one. 

Variables used: Neighbourhood (5x5 rectangle) 

Variables used: Statistics Type (Mean) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Cost Distance for Land Use Raster (Cost Distance) 

Comparing to the “Cost Distance” analyse of the slope raster, a separate calculation for the land use 

raster will be performed. The bounding condition are set equal. 

Variables used: Maximum Distance (200) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Mosaic Cost Rasters to New Raster (Mosaic to New Raster) 

After the two cost distance grid are created, both are mosaicked together using a mean assessment 

method for no unwanted weighting. Through this the aspect of slope and land use are melt together 

having regard to the main flow streams. 

Variables used: Cell Size (2) 

Variables used: Mosaic Operator (Mean) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Raster to Polygon (Raster to Polygon) 

For next vector analysis the mosaicked cost raster is converted into a polygon feature class. 

Variables used: Simplify Polygons (False) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve All Cold Air Overflow Areas (Dissolve) 

To create merged polygons the dissolve will melt together all features sharing the same border. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve Land Use Overflow Classification (Dissolve) 

Just a simplify step of the pre-defined different land use overflow classes.  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Identity (Identity) 

The “Identity tool perform a spatial intersection of the cold air 

overflow areas and the different land use overflow classes 

(Figure 51). The resulting feature carries the attribute infor-

mation of both input feature datasets. This means the cold air 

overflow areas can now be segmented depending on the un-

derlying land use class. The layout is performed automatically 

using a designed layer file. 

 

Figure 51 Functionality of the Identity tool 
(Esri, 2014) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z000000qs000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z00000018000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000098000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0012/001200000008000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000000n000000.htm
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Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Spatial Join (Spatial Join) 

Finally the flow indication arrows need to get the information of the different overflow classes, for 

right display. By building a spatial join, each arrow point receive the information onto which overflow 

class he is located. For display a separate layer file is designed and automatically used. 

 

Model process dialog & result 

 
Figure 52 Process dialog of the "Nocturnal Cold Air Potential Detection" model 

Inside the model process dialog really only a few parameters can be changed or have to be, if the 

resolution of the digital elevation model not fits the 5 m default. If using the provided pan-Germany 

(pan-European) 30 m DEM the cell factor for aggregation should be set to zero (Figure 52).  

The result shows the potentials of nocturnal cold air production, runoff and urban and industrial over-

flow (Figure 53). The flow direction is indicated by different arrows. Next to the flow direction they 

differentiate between “Clear Cold Air Flow”, “Urban Overflow”, “Potentially Contaminated Flow” and 

“Air Induction Passages”. A contaminated flow is defined if e.g. industrial areas are crossed, while open 

and flat areas (large rivers, water-bodies) lead to air induction passages. 

 
Figure 53 Result of the "Potential Cold Air Production and Movement Analysis" model 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000000q000000.htm
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7.4.4.2 Ventilation Potential Analysis  

 
Figure 54 Process diagram of the "Ventilation Potential Analysis" model 
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Model Description 

Model name: Ventilation Potential Analysis (Figure 54) 

Average Calculation time (~324 km²): 45 min. 

Description: In urban climate, one of the most problematic task is to determine the urban ventilation 

potential. As already brought in chapter 6.1.2.1 one method to detect the common urban roughness 

parameters like urban porosity, roughness length and zero-displacement height is the use of the 

frontal area approach. While Unger & Gál (2009) designed an avenue script for an early version of 

ArcGIS (ArcView 3.2) the concept was now fully transformed into an ArcGIS ModelBuilder tool. The 

idea is that a given regional wind direction is represented by a number of parallel lines, orientated 

within the flow direction. The frequency of the line placing is crucial for the accuracy of the calculation 

results. To have reference values for ratio calculation, additional areas (plot areas) will be defined for 

every building block (Figure 55). The algorithm to generate these plot areas is based on the “Voronoi 

Diagram”. It describes that, starting from the building border, every point in the created plot is closer 

to the associated building than to any other building. Typically the “Voronoi Diagram” uses only single 

points as input, so that an alternative way is used. The “Voronoi Diagram” is based on the Euclidian 

metric, a Euclidian allocation can be used to solve this problem. 

 
Figure 55 Example Voronoi diagram for building blocks 

When the wind direction is set, the generated flow lines will be used to perform a spatial with all 

building blocks and plot areas they correlate with. In combination with the line frequency all façade 

areas which are orientated crossing the wind direction will be collected. Finally with this method all 

necessary parameters (Figure 56) to solve the following roughness equations can be mapped. 
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Figure 56 Frontal area approach (Unger, 2009) 

Table 8 provides an overview of all parameters and equations, which will be mapped and performed 

by the model. 

Table 8 Used variables & equation to calculate roughness parameters 

Description  Variables &Equation 

Total plot area 𝐴𝑇 

Total plan area of all buildings (sum of foot-

print area) inside a plot area 

𝐴𝑃 

Total frontal area of buildings inside plot 

area and according to the wind direction 

𝐴𝐹 

Height of the urban canopy layer, derived 

from the highest building inside a plot area 

ℎ𝑈𝐶𝐿 

Volumes of buildings 𝑉 

  

Frontal area ratio 
𝜆𝐹 =  

𝐴𝐹

𝐴𝑇
 

Plan area ratio 
𝜆𝑃 =  

𝐴𝑃

𝐴𝑇
 

Volumetrically averaged building height 
ℎ =  

∑ 𝑉𝑖ℎ𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑉𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

 

Zero-plane displacement height 𝑍𝑑 = ℎ(𝜆𝑃)0.6=h 

Roughness length 

𝑍0 = (ℎ − 𝑍0)exp (−√
0.4

𝜆𝐹
) 

Urban porosity 
𝑃ℎ−𝑣𝑎𝑟 =  

𝐴𝑇ℎ𝑈𝐶𝐿 − 𝑉

𝐴𝑇ℎ𝑈𝐶𝐿
 

 

Model process diagram 

A – Wind Direction / Intersection Lines 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Geometry Attribute “Extent” (Add Geometry Attribute) 

Adds the geometry attribute information about the total extent of the buffered research area, to its 

attribute table 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000191000000.htm
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Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Get Field Value “Extent MIN Y” (Get Field Value) 

This function reads the “MIN Y” attribute field and repeats a temporal integer value. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Get Field Value “Extent MAX Y” (Get Field Value) 

This function reads the “MAX Y” attribute field and repeats a temporal integer value. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate Extent Distance (Calculate Value) 

The total extent distance is calculated by subtracting the “MIN Y” from the “MAX Y” value.  

Variables used: Expression “MAX Y” – “MIN Y” 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Create Fishnet (Create Fishnet) 

To generate a large set of parallel lines within the ModelBuilder the “Create Fishnet” tool is best prac-

tise. The output is set to polylines and the line length is in according to the calculated “Extent Distance”. 

Variables used: Line Distance (2m); The value defines the frequency of the created lines. A value of 2 

m means, that a line is set every 2 meters. This variable can be adjusted by the user manually. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve To Full Building Coverage (Dissolve) 

The Dissolve of all in buildings generates a multipart feature which is needed for the centroid detec-

tion. 

Variables used: Create multipart features (True) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Centroid Coordinates (Add Geometry Attributes) 

Detects the centroid xy coordinates of the full building extent feature and writes them to the attribute 

table. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Get Field Value “X Origin” (Get Field Value) 

This function reads the “Centroid X” attribute field and repeats a temporal integer value. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Get Field Value “Y Origin” (Get Field Value) 

This function reads the “Centroid Y” attribute field and repeats a temporal integer value. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Delete temp. Rotated Fishnet Lines” (Delete) 

During the “Preparation Model” run a dump file was created to guaranty the proper model run. This 

dump file will be now deleted because the following “Rotation ETL Tool” hasn´t any overwrite permis-

sions. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Rotate ETL Tool Coverage (Spatial ETL Tool) 

While the generated parallel lines represent the wind direction, depending on the regional conditions, 

the wind direction have to be adjusted. Using the “Rotate ETL Tool” makes it possible to rotate the 

parallel lines on the centroid, so that any wind direction can be simulated.  

Variables used: Wind Direction Angle (0°); The rotation starts from zero (north to south or south to 

north) and then counter-clockwise. E.g. to generate a southwest to northeast direction the rotation 

angle has to be set to -45°. In contrast using 45° (positive) generates a southeast to northwest direc-

tion, and so on. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stop (Stop) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/004000000006000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/004000000006000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/0017000000v8000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000002q000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000191000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/004000000006000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/004000000006000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000052000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/004m/004m0000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/00400000000m000000.htm
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Because the “’Rotate ETL Tool” is a separate build tool using the licensed FME extension, the “Stop” 

tool is used to bypass the ETL tool with the following ModelBuilder tools. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Copy temp. Rotated Fishnet Lines (Copy) 

After a new feature class with the rotated lines was created, the lines will be copied again to a new 

feature class. So the original generated rotated lines can be deleted automatically by the model within 

a new run. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (Add Spatial Index) 

Index process on spatial characteristics to speed up further spatial operations. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Clip Rotated Lines to Research Area (Clip) 

To clear out that no unnecessary lines are carried through the rest of the model, all lines will be clipped 

to the extent of the research area. 

B – Building Blocks & Plot Area Creation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve to Height (Dissolve) 

Buildings in the research area will be spatially dissolved on their height attributes. 

Variables used: Field Name Height (Höhe) 

Variables used: Create Multipart Features (False) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Field “B_Vol” (Add Field) 

Adds the attribute field “B_Vol” to the building data input. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate Building Volume “B_Vol” (Calculate Field) 

Calculates the building volume of every building and stores it in the attribute field “B_Vol” 

Variables used: Expression [Shape_area] * [Höhe] 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Field “Volumetrically Height” (Add Field) 

Adds the attribute field “Volumetrically Height” to the building data input. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate”Volumetrically Height” (Calculate Field) 

Calculates the volumetrically height of every building and stores it in the attribute field “Volumetrically 

Height” 

Variables used: Expression [B_Vol] * [Höhe] 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (Add Spatial Index) 

Index process on spatial characteristics to speed up further spatial operations. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve Buildings on Spatial Connection (Dissolve) 

As preparation for the plot area generation all buildings have to be dissolved if they have spatial con-

nection to each other. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Delete temp. Aggregated Buildings (Delete) 

During the “Preparation Model” run a dump file was created to guaranty the proper model run. This 

dump file will be now deleted because the following “Aggregation ETL Tool” hasn´t any overwrite per-

missions. 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000051000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/000800000004000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000047000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000004m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000047000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000004m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000052000000.htm
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Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Aggregation ETL Tool (Spatial ETL Tool) 

The second tool based on the FME ArcGis extension aggregates building footprints which don´t have 

spatial connection to each other but which are very close to each other. The aggregation distance can 

be adjusted by the user within the process dialog. The aggregation process reduce the errors occurring 

during the plot area creation, because features nearby count together for the plot area generation. 

Variables used: Aggregation Distance (2); By default the aggregation distance is set to 2 meters. Be-

cause of the underlying buffering method, every input count twice. This means, with the default dis-

tance of 2 m buildings will aggregated which have a maximum distance of not more than 4 m to each 

other.  

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stop (Stop) 

Because the “Aggregate ETL Tool” is a separate build tool using the licensed FME extension, the “Stop” 

tool is used to bypass the ETL tool with the following ModelBuilder tools. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Plot (Thiessen) Area Creation (Euclidean Allocation) 

The used plot areas are so called “Thiessen polygons or Voronoi diagram” features. In general ArcGis 

can only generate these polygons out from point inputs. To fill this gap the “Euclidean Allocation” tool 

is used, which Calculates, for each cell, the nearest source based on Euclidean distance. For this all 

buildings are converted to a grid and analysed 

Variables used: Plot Area Calculation Resolution (1); The default is set to a resolution of 1 m and can 

be adjusted by the user within the process dialog. It is not recommended to choose a value lower than 

0.5 m, otherwise calculation time will rise disproportional. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Thiessen Grid to Polygon (Raster to Polygon) 

Converts the Thiessen Grid back to a polygon feature. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Make Feature Layer (Make Feature Layer) 

After the conversion from raster to polygon some smaller areas could be created, which don´t have 

any connection to buildings (because of the raster resolution). With the “Make Feature Layer” a tem-

poral selection is possible within the ModelBuilder. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Select “Shape Area < 10 sqm” (Select by Attribute) 

All small polygon parts with less than 10 m² are selected. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Eliminate Sliver Polygon Parts (Eliminate) 

The selected polygon parts are dissolved to their spatial neighbours. 

Variables used: Eliminating polygon by border (True); Merges a selected polygon with a neighbouring 

unselected polygon by dropping the shared border. The neighbouring polygon is the one with the long-

est shared border. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Unselect Selected Feature” (Select by Attribute) 

Just a routine to unselect the selected features 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Repair Geometry (Repair Geometry) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/004m/004m0000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/00400000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/009z/009z0000001m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0012/001200000008000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000006p000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000071000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005p000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000071000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000003v000000.htm
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To avoid geometrical errors the plot areas will be checked. Typically the most common error type is 

the self-intersection of polygon vertices. The repair process will repair or delete these self-intersec-

tions. 

Variables used: Delete Features with Null geometry 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (Add Spatial Index) 

Index process on spatial characteristics to speed up further spatial operations. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Parameter Field “**” (Add Field) 

For an easier error management every “Parameter Field” is added by a separate tool. The following 

fields will be added to the attribute table.  

Z0  Roughness Length 

Zd  Zero-plane Displacement height 

h_UCL  Height of the highest building within a plot area 

h  Volumetrically averaged Building Height 

AT  Total surface of the plot area 

AP  Sum of the building footprint area within the plot area 

AF  Frontal Area within the plot area 

Lamda_F Frontal Area Ratio 

Lamda_P Plan Area Ratio 

Ph_var  Variable Urban Porosity 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Attribute Index (Add Attribute Index) 

Index process on the attribute table to speed up further field based calculations, especially with large 

datasets. 

C – Wind Direction, Building Blocks & Plot Area Intersection 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Spatial Join Building Footprints & Plot Area (Spatial Join) 

Depending on possible intersections of the plot areas and the building footprints, the unique “ID” of 

the plot areas is transferred to the buildings blocks. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Spatial Index (Add Spatial Index) 

Index process on spatial characteristics to speed up further spatial operations. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Dissolve Building Blocks (Dissolve) 

The dissolve of the building blocks will be run on the just added id field “Join_FID” from the plot areas. 

Additionally statistical analysis will be performed on different attribute fields. 

Variables used: Statistical Fields (Höhe, MAX) 

Variables used: Statistical Fields (B_Vol, SUM) 

Variables used: Statistical Fields (Shape_Area, SUM) 

Variables used: Statistical Fields (Volumetrically_height, SUM) 

Variables used: Create multipart features (True) 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Attribute Index (Add Attribute Index) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000047000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000000q000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000060000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005n000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000005z000000.htm
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Index process on the attribute table to speed up further field based calculations, especially with large 

datasets. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Join Field “Max Höhe” & “Sum B_Vol” & “Sum Shape_Area” 

& “Sum Volumetrically_height” (Join Field) 

To join summarised attributes of the building blocks with the plot areas a ”Join Field” operation will be 

performed, depending on the unique “Join_FID” field existent within the plot area attribute table and 

the building blocks attribute table. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Delete temp. Intersections Lines (Delete) 

During the “Preparation Model” run a dump file was created to guaranty the proper model run. This 

dump file will be now deleted because the following “Aggregation ETL Tool” hasn´t any overwrite per-

missions. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Intersection ETL Tool (Spatial ETL Tool) 

The third tool based on the FME ArcGis extension intersects building footprints with the generated and 

rotated lines. During this process the important height information of the buildings is transferred to 

the line intersections. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Stop (Stop) 

Because the “Aggregate ETL Tool” is a separate build tool using the licensed FME extension, the “Stop” 

tool is used to bypass the ETL tool with the following ModelBuilder tools. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Select Intersection Lines (Select) 

After a new feature class with the intersection lines is created, the lines which have an intersection 

with buildings will be copied again to a new feature class. So the original generated intersection lines 

can be deleted automatically by the model within a new run. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Summary Statistics “MAX Height” (Summary Statistics) 

The “Summary Statistics” will calculate the maximum for the newly added height field, depending 

on the on the line “OLD ID” and the “Join_FID” 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Add Field “Sub Area” (Add Field) 

Adds the attribute field “Sub_Area” to the attribute table 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate Sub Area (Calculate Field) 

Calculates the needed interim value for the generation of the Frontal Area 

Variables used: Expression [MAX_Hoehe] * %Line Distance%; The line distance is set in %. This indicates 

that the line distance value for the calculation is depending on the given line distance within the pro-

cess dialog. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Summary Statistics “SUM Sub Area” (Summary Statistics) 

The “Summary Statistics” will calculate the sum of the “Sub Areas” attribute field depending on 

the “Join_FID” to generate the Frontal Area for every plot area. 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Join “Sum Sub Area” (Join Field) 

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000065000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000052000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/004m/004m0000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0040/00400000000m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000001z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000047000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000004m000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0008/00080000001z000000.htm
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/001700000065000000.htm
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To bring the last important information into the plot area attribute table, the “Join Field” tool will join 

the “SUM Sub Area” field to the plot area feature depending on the “Join_FID” id. 

D – Roughness Parameter Calculation 

Tool name (orig. tool name) and function: Calculate Field “**” (Calculate Field) 

The “Calculate Field” tool will calculate all necessary values for the detection of the roughness param-

eters. For an easier error management every calculation is added using a separate tool. The following 

calculation will be performed. 

AF  = [SUM_Sub_Area] 

AP  = [SUM_Shape_Area] 

AT  = [Shape_Area] 

Lamda_F = [AF] / [AT] 

Lamda_P = [AP] / [AT] 

h  = [SUM_Volumetrically_height] / [SUM_B_Vol] 

Zd  = !h! * (!Lamda_P!**0.6) 

Z0  = ( !h!- !Zd!)*math.exp(-math.sqrt(0.4/ !Lamda_F! ) ) 

hUCL  = [MAX_Höhe] 

Ph_var  = ( [AT]* [h_UCL]- [SUM_B_Vol])/( [AT]* [SUM_B_Vol]) 

 

Model process dialog & result 

 
Figure 57 Process dialog of the "Ventilation Potential Analysis" model 

Via the model process dialog following important parameters can be modified (Figure 57). The aggre-

gation distance defines the searching radius for buildings to dissolve for the plot area creation to avoid 

too many plots for buildings that are obviously very close to each other. Because the plot areas are 

created by raster function it is necessary to set a grid resolution. By default 1m raster resolution works 

fine. To specify two attributes to simulate the wind direction lines, first the line distance has to be set, 

which defines the frequency of lines which will be generated parallel to each other for the intersection 

process. Second, the wind direction angle has to be set. Set the angle counter-clockwise as explained 

in the tool help frame and in the model process description.  

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/0017/00170000004m000000.htm
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As Figure 58 shows the main roughness parameters of roughness length, zero-plane displacement 

height and urban porosity will added to the display. 

 
Figure 58 Result of the "Ventilation Potential Analysis" model 
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 Climate Change Trends 

Because of its simplicity no model process diagram is added. In general, only a clip function will be 

performed based on the selected data like temperature, precipitation or amount of summer days. The 

result is added to the map. 

 

Model Description 

Model name: Climate Change & Additional Data 

Description: This is not a classic model as the ones before. It is rather a question to fit and include 

climate change data as additional information to the map. In consequence of the enormous storage 

requirements only some few datasets are added to the database. These are the pan-European 

downscaled model data for precipitation and mean temperature from May to September. The possible 

time periods are 2050 and 2080, while using the moderate RCP 4.5 scenario based on the “MPI-ESM” 

model. 

But yet it could be important to have a quick linkage to more data. For this purpose the model has also 

an integrated connection to a WMS server (http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/arcgis/rest/services ) of 

the EEA, to get access to more information layers of climate and environment relevance. The following 

topics listed below are available to integrate. To reduce the amount of data, the download can be 

masked to the research area frame. 

Focussing on different regions may also indicate to use different downscaling calculation models. In 

total about 34 (number not evaluated) downscaling models are available within the AR5 CGIAR Re-

search Program; http://www.ccafs-climate.org/). The standard simulation models for pan-European 

are “ECHAM5/MPIOM” for the AR4 and replacement “MPI-ESM” for the AR5 (Example Figure 59) 

 
Figure 59 Projected temperature differences between Baseline and 2080 based on scenario A1B AR4   

http://discomap.eea.europa.eu/arcgis/rest/services
http://www.ccafs-climate.org/
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 Direct Buttons 

7.4.6.1 UCF Wizard  

The Urban Climate Factors Wizard button is an easy way to perform all calculation straight in line with-

out any interruptions. Because of the high calculation demands (depending on the setup) of the inso-

lation analysis, the total calculation time can vary a lot. The model run can be cancelled by the user 

and results of already performed analysis will stay existent, but a re-run will start from the beginning 

and will not continue at the interruption. 

7.4.6.2 Clear Project Data  

To reduce the storage allocation “The Clear Project” button performs a predefined delete of all calcu-

lation data, like interim or temp results. Only data stored within the “finallayer.gdb” will be remain 

untouched. 

7.4.6.3 Clear All  

¡Attention! The “Clear All” button will delete all data within the project file geodatabases. As result all 

geodatabases will be totally clear and empty. 
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8 The Usage of the Urban Climate Extension 

8.1 Preconditions  

For the use of the developed extension, ArcGis by ESRI in a version of 10.x is necessary. The extension 

and the included models themselves are mainly developed with ArcGIS 10.2.2. The full functionality is 

only assured if the Extensions “Spatial Analyst” and “FME Extension”. 

 

8.2 Extension Package Structure 

All needed data is compiled and zipped named “UrbanClimate.zip”. After unzip the following folders 

subfolders and geodatabases are accessible: 

\UrbanClimate 

 \UrbanClimate\installation 

Installation folder containing the ArcGIS Add-Inn installation file. 

 \UrbanClimate\readme 

Readme folder containing this report (adapted and abridged). 

 \UrbanClimate\UCM_database 

  \UrbanClimate\UCM_database\Layer_and_Signature 

This folder contains all needed layer files for visualisation and the designed signature file necessary for 

the “Additional Green Selection” model. 

  \Urban Climate\UCM_database\Boundaries.gdb 

Geodatabase that contains the different levels of administrative borders. For Germany in detail and on 

country scale for the rest of Europe. 

  \Urban Climate\UCM_database\CLC_2014.gdb 

Geodatabase that contains the whole dataset of the Corine Land Cover in its latest version (published 

May 2014). When using this data please respect the copyright standards of the European Environment 

Agency as follows.  

(EEA standard re-use policy: unless otherwise indicated, re-use of content on the EEA website for commercial or non-commer-

cial purposes is permitted free of charge, provided that the source is acknowledged (http://www.eea.europa.eu/legal/copy-

right). Copyright holder: European Environment Agency (EEA)). 

\Urban Climate\UCM_database\GMES_UA.gdb 

Geodatabase that contains the dataset of the “GMES Urban Atlas” for Germany. The pan-European 

dataset will be added later. When using this data please respect the copyright standards of the Euro-

pean Environment Agency as follows  
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(EEA standard re-use policy: unless otherwise indicated, re-use of content on the EEA website for commercial or non-commer-

cial purposes is permitted free of charge, provided that the source is acknowledged (http://www.eea.europa.eu/legal/copy-

right). Copyright holder: Directorate-General Enterprise and Industry (DG-ENTR), Directorate-General for Regional Policy). 

\Urban Climate\UCM_database\DEM.gdb 

Geodatabase that contains the digital elevation data for Germany in a resolution of 20 to 30 meters. 

The pan-European dataset will be added later. When using this data please respect the copyright 

standards of the European Environment Agency as follows  

(Access to the data is governed by the draft delegated regulation on Copernicus data and information policy, as approved by 

the EC on 12th of July 2013, and in the process of decision making by the Council and European Parliament. This delegated act 

supplements regulation (EU) No 911/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the European Earth monitoring 

programme (GMES). It establishes registration and licensing conditions for GMES/Copernicus users and defines criteria for 

restricting access to GMES/Copernicus dedicated data and GMES/Copernicus service information. 

The following credit must be displayed when using these data: "Produced using Copernicus data and information funded by 

the European Union - EU-DEM layers." 

Access and use of the data is made on the conditions that: 

1. When distributing or communicating Copernicus data and information to the public, users shall inform the public of the 

source of that data and information. 

2. Users shall make sure not to convey the impression to the public that the user's activities are officially endorsed by the 

Union. 

3. Where that data or information has been adapted or modified, the user shall clearly state this.). 

\Urban Climate\UCM_database\Sampledata.gdb 

Geodatabase that contains the example data for the region of Kassel 

\Urban Climate\UCM_database\CCBaseline.gdb 

The currenthttp://worldclim.org/current conditions which are interpolations of observed data, repre-

sentative from 1950-2000. 

This dataset is freely available for academic and other non-commercial use. Redistribution, or commercial use, is not allowed 

without prior permission 

\Urban Climate\UCM_database\CC50.gdb 

Climate change trend data for the year 2050. Collected data for temperature, precipitation and amount 

of summer days, based on the RCP4.5 scenario calculated with the“MPI_ESM_LR” model 

This dataset is freely available for academic and other non-commercial use. Redistribution, or commercial use, is not allowed 

without prior permission 

\Urban Climate\UCM_database\CC80.gdb 

Climate change trend data for the year 2080. Collected data for temperature, precipitation and amount 

of summer days, based on the RCP4.5 scenario calculated with the“MPI_ESM_LR” model 

http://worldclim.org/current
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This dataset is freely available for academic and other non-commercial use. Redistribution, or commercial use, is not allowed 

without prior permission 

 

8.3 Extension Installation 

The full extension comes along with one small file which have to be installed. For the installation, just 

run (double click on) the ArcGIS Add-Inn file named “Urban Climate” located in the unzipped installa-

tion folder. 

Next to the installation of the extension it is recommended to copy the folder “UCM_database” to the 

local hard drive. This folder is at minimum about 12 GB, so ensure to have enough disk space. 

After the installation is completed open ArcMap. Navigate to the menu “Customize” and then to 

“Toolbars” and choose the “Urban Climate Analyse” toolbar. Alternative perform a right click on an 

empty toolbar place and choose the “Urban Climate Analyse” toolbar. 

** It is recommended to run the models “Folder and Geodatabase Creation” and “Data Preparation” 

under the menu Preparation within the installed extension toolbar. Only if not used these models 

folders and geodatabases have to organise as follows. ** 

Project folder Structure (“C:\” preferred) 

\UCMProject\data\orig\ 

\UCMProject\data\gdb\ 

\UCMProject\map\ 

\UCMProject\report\ 

Project geodatabases  

\UCMProject\data\gdb\conditioned.dgb 

\UCMProject\data\gdb\calculations.gdb 

\UCMProject\data\gdb\finallayers.gdb 

\UCMProject\data\gdb\FRtemp.gdb 

\UCMProject\data\gdb\temp.gdb 

 

8.4 Use the Extension and run the Model 

After the extension toolbar (Figure 60) is added to the display, it is ready for run. No other preparations 

have to be done. When working 

with the extension for the first 

time it is recommended to run the 

“Folder and Geodatabase Creation” and “Data Preparation” once to define all parameters automati-

cally. For detailed information please have a look at chapter 7.  

Figure 60 The extension toolbar 
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9 Discussion 
The urban climate and its change is a high dynamic and heterogeneous system that has been intensely 

investigated by human kind within at least the past 100 years. For example, in the early 20th century, 

Kassner (1910) wrote about the “meterologische Grundlagen des Stadtebaues” and recognised that 

urban climate conditions differ from the situation of the surrounding rural areas. When the first ap-

proach of an UCM was developed in the 1970s, not only the maps had to be drawn by hand, but also 

the spatial analysing methods were limited by several technical factors. With the availability of GIS to 

the masses in the middle of the 1990s, this situation changed quickly so that the scientists nowadays 

have the opportunity to perform more complex spatial analysis. 

To further facilitate the creation of dynamic UCMs, a special GIS extension for an easier integration of 

climatic key factors was developed in context of this dissertation. 

A general disadvantage of the invented extension might be that some of the model approaches, espe-

cially for the dynamic aspects, are not operated by physical calculations and which might make the 

models more vulnerable to scientific toughness. But, physical calculations are not necessary for the 

operation of the extension since it was designed to describe and visualise climate potentials on the 

meso scale - according to the UCMs - which defines potentials for different urban climatopes, too. To 

define potentials, physical calculations are not obligatory, but the scientific expertise to handle the 

climate factors adequately is essential. When working with models that describe natural systems, it is 

important to keep in mind that science is working with fuzzy information (comp. Blaschke, 1997), which 

naturally leads to a general fuzziness within all results. 

In the following, all developed extension models will be discussed regarding their potential weaknesses 

and possible solutions to overcome them. 

 

9.1 Building Mass Analysis 

The “Building Mass Analysis” solves a problem, which occurred when using an old grid based approach. 

The grid approach used a virtual grid and a fixed grid height to define a volume of 100 % per cell. Then 

the ratio between grid volume and spatial related building volume was calculated. The problem is, 

while using a virtual grid to tile the research area, buildings were cut and lost their relationship to 

reality (Figure 61). Especially small tiled parts of very high buildings can generate high building volumes 

for otherwise empty grids. Also buildings which get cut in the middle can result in lower building vol-

umes, because two (or more) cells instead of one are used for the calculation. 
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Figure 61 Example for potential error source when building are cut (blue lines) using a grid based approach 

The approach of the new extension model does not cut a building anymore. The number of random 

points is based on the building footprint area (chapter 7.4.3.1) and the population field (the attribute 

which defines how often a point is counted) is set equal to each building height, therefore the 

area/height ratio is taken into account. The result values are representing the density of points related 

to a one square kilometre array (Figure 62). 

 
Figure 62 Transformation from buildings footprints to random building points & the final result of the “Kernel Analysis” 

In comparison with the old grid approach, which defines a 100% scale, these values seem to be more 

abstract and harder to interpret. One option of interpretation could be to evaluate how these values 

describe the more heat storage capacity related to open spaces. Later on it should be possible to in-

clude thermal diffusivity (comp. chapter 6.1.1.2) attributes to this analysis, too. 

Until now the creation of random points was the only possibility to place a specific number of points 

within a given polygon. This can lead to an inhomogeneous point distribution (Figure 62), but it has to 

be evaluated if this affects the final result in a relevant dimension. Alternatively, for every footprint 

area a point/area ratio could be calculated, which defines the point placement distance to generate a 

homogenous point grid inside the building footprint area.  
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9.2 Additional Green Selection 

Focusing on the “Additional Green Selection” a big problem seems to be, “how” to get the aerial image 

for the research area. As mentioned in chapter 7.4.3.3 different methods are described in the internet 

to download high resolution google satellite images, but most processes are time intensive and com-

plex. A much more elegant solution would be to include the download process directly inside the “Ad-

ditional Green Selection” model.  

Also when investigating the model it appears that the loss of green roof areas is worth to be repaired. 

Like shown in Figure 63 much rooftop greenery is not really green at all, even in summer time. Often 

these areas are collected as non-green areas, because their colour range tends more to red and brown 

than to green. As a result green roofs are often only partial selected, so that they cannot classify as 

green areas for sure. To avoid bigger mistakes all building roofs get subsequently deleted from the 

selection. 

 
Figure 63 Example for "non-green" rooftop greenery (Amt für Umweltschutz, Stuttgart) 

An auspicious solution for this problem could be to calculate every rooftop area and to create an au-

tomated analysis of how much of every rooftop area is covered with potential greenery. By reaching 

an evaluated percentage value of potential green coverage, the roof area will automatically be set as 

green roof.  

Until now the model accepts only “Google Satellite Images” taken in summer. To provide more com-

patibility the Microsoft based “Bing Aerial Images” as well the classic infrared satellite pictures should 

be supported by the extension module. 
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9.3 Insolation Analysis 

Especially the “Insolation Analysis” (7.4.3.2) has the disadvantage of long calculation time and unfor-

tunately only a 2D grid is supported by the calculation. Even with the included building heights, no 

effects on the facades can be simulated and no reflected radiation is calculated. A loophole could be 

to perform solar radiation calculation by using real 3D multipatch buildings and surfaces similar to the 

approach of Hofierka & Zlocha (2012). To get more information on the way how urban morphology 

affects the radiation balance, an additional model was developed and tested (Figure 64) to generate 

information on the sky view factor and the solar exposure of buildings. While the sky view factor pro-

vides information about how much of the sky is visible from the ground and how much heat can be 

trapped inside the street canyons, the solar exposure reports which building parts are affected by the 

sun and how intensive. This model is based on approaches of Gert van Maren (2013), as shown below 

the calculation suites well for smaller urban areas. 

 
Figure 64 Alternative calculation of Sky Dome (left), Sky View (middle) & Solar Exposure (right) (adjusted after Maren, 
2013) 

The idea is to create a set of points, which represent the total sky dome, while a set of regular points 

is created to cover the surface area (Figure 64 left). To calculate the sky view factor every single surface 

point is connected to every sky dome point. Using buildings and other 3D objects as obstacles a visibil-

ity analysis can be performed (Figure 64 middle). For the solar exposure, sun position points are cre-

ated depending on time and date, like in the insolation model (comp. chapter 7.4.3.2). After every 

multipatch building is sampled and translated into 3D points, the solar exposure can be simulated for 

every sample point (Figure 64 right). By the transformation of ArcGIS to a native 64bit software late 

this year (2014) enough calculation capacities might be available to model larger urban areas and an 

integration of the tested model into the extension should be feasible. It is possible that using real 3D 

data can open up a linkage to the local scale, if building materials and façade albedos can be taken into 

account. Another workaround to model larger urban areas would be to tile the research area into many 

sky domes. After a concluded and probably long calculation process, future changes could be easier 

integrated given that only affected tiles have to be recalculated. 

 

9.4 Ventilation Potential Analysis 

With increasing computing capacity in the near future other models like the ventilation or the cold air 

analysis could be boosted. Looking at the ventilation analysis it is obvious that the plot area creation 

is independent from the assumed wind direction (7.4.4.2). Should the plot area extent also be affected 

by the building height (influence)? Given that the created plot areas seem to be based on a “fair” 
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technique (because every plot area is constructed on the same preconditioned parameters as defined 

for the voronoi diagram (comp. chapter7.4.4.2)), the question is if the plot areas should be created 

independently from the prevailing wind direction or rather must the plot areas extent be linked to the 

flow direction? Besides, a second problem occurs using the voronoi plot area. In some cases very large 

plots are constructed as if open space areas lie between urban built up areas (Figure 65). 

 
Figure 65 Plot areas with large extent because of non built up areas. 

This “false” construction can lead to confusing roughness parameters. A possible compensation could 

be the creation of dump plot areas. These areas could be created from a set of regular points, which 

will be generated for the research area excluding building catchment areas. The building catchment 

areas may be derived from the individual height/width ratio of every building relating to the sur-

rounded surface.  

Furthermore the frequency of the parallel lines (7.4.4.2) can cause friction. Maybe by using a scanning 

line, orientated orthogonally to the wind direction moving over the research area to detect the frontal 

areas (Figure 66) might be a solution. While using parallel lines the line frequency is influencing the 

frontal area accuracy, but an orthogonal line could collect the realistic frontal area extent. Additionally, 

creating only one line per plot or even for the whole research area should improve the calculation 

time. 

  

Figure 66 Orthogonal sample line (red line) in relation to the wind direction to detect the total frontal area 
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9.5 Nocturnal Cold Air Production and Movement 

Looking at the analysis model to detect the cold air production and movement (7.4.4.1) the advantage 

of a very short calculation time is conspicuous. Even if the model will be extended to simulate produc-

tion and movement rates, the model won`t take to long for a run. With these basic perquisites it would 

be possible to implement the shallow water equation by Adhémar Jean Clause Barré de Saint-Venant 

(†1886) as well as the Euler equation after Leonhard Euler (†1783), which are used in the most com-

mon models. Because of similar flow behaviours between water and cold air, models based on this 

equation are scientifically evaluated and accepted by the international science community. Like the 

frontal area ratio (7.4.4.2) these models were partly adapted to GIS, but mostly for commercial use, 

which means that information on the models are not free available. 

 

9.6 Final considerations 

To transport the results of an urban climate analysis into society and on the table of the decision mak-

ers, scientists also have to deal with the phenomenon of visual affectation. Based on many project 

experiences, new technics like “MapTables” (Figure 67) enrich the exchange of knowledge between all 

participants. Also, the relative young field of “Geodesign” carries the possibility to merge scientific and 

planning aspects. As McElvaney (2012) pointed out, “Geodesign allows designers to do their creative 

design work while receiving near real-time feedback on the probable impacts of those designs.”  

 
Figure 67 MapTable for interdisciplinary communication 

While climate change and heat stress are influencing every human, the intense of vulnerable influence 

differs on various social groups. Next to the discomfort, serious impact on human mortality rates and 

diseases are increasing in connection to the heat island effect (comp. Gartland, 2011). Comparing mor-

tality statistics with heat stress terms, a remarkable correlation can be figured out (comp. chapter 6.3). 

Especially older people above 50 years (generalised average value) and young children have a high 

vulnerability risk on long term heat stress (comp. Gabriel, 2009). Based on this information it is obvious 

to link the urban climate factors with potential vulnerable groups and heath support (e. g. hospitals) 

for prevention measures. At least one consequence of mapping the urban climate factors and of the 

UCM is to build up a linkage to social vulnerability and resilience aspects, to develop per (and post) 
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disaster action plans. In this case GIS has the capacity to solve problems of catchment and network 

analysis.  

Through the development process of today’s UCMs the used input information of the datasets are 

getting dissolved into the climatope creation. While it is understandable for the elaboration, the loss 

of possible important planning information is inacceptable. Hence one aim has to be to collect and to 

store all relevant factors for calculation and sampling analysis, which will provide the opportunity to 

have a glimpse behind the scenes. Scientists will have a better tool to communicate with the involved 

parties. Moreover this method makes it easier to understand why different recommendations can be 

made for the same climatopes. 

Finally, the models should be further developed in future, by evaluating each model and perform anal-

ysis for different urban areas. Based on the results new adjustments can be integrated. Using the Mod-

elBuilder (7.1.1) as preferred development platform lowers the barrier to test new designed adaptions. 

Especially the graphic user interface provides a better understanding of calculation flows and interde-

pendency, so that existing simple tools as well as complex custom created scripts can easily be inte-

grated.  
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10 Resume 
The main aim of this work was to develop an ArcGIS extension which provides the functionality to 

model and map important urban climate factors on the meso scale. This goal was accomplished. The 

developed extension improves the handling of the time-intensive working parts during the creation of 

Urban Climate Maps (UCMs). Moreover, all extension models are portable to different urban areas. 

By using the free accessible database of the European Environment Agency (on the pan-European 

level) for the development of the extension, its comparability increased remarkably. Based on these 

standardised databases, all unified designed extension models guaranty repeatability, no matter of 

which place in Europe. In consequence, this also means that an easy and quick use for other parts in 

the world is only possible by adjusting the extension to different land use classifications. By the inde-

pendency of every designed model, the extension affords the opportunity to describe every urban 

climatic aspect separately. The model process diagrams and the model process dialogs reduce the 

amount of non-essential information, whereby important setup options are brought to focus of the 

user. The additional science paper database was build up as a support tool to receive more information 

and gain knowledge on different aspects of urban climate.  

By taking into account all aspects mentioned before the creation of an Urban Climate Map by a com-

pletely automated GIS extension without scientific expertise is not realistic. But by knowing the capac-

ities of modern GIS is was an alluring prospect trying to solve this problem with an automatic extension 

only. 

Thus it is not a failure “only” to map the different aspects of the urban climate, because these data will 

serve as the advance base for further scientific expertise and elaboration of an UCM. The designed 

extension is fast, easy understandable and reduces the effort of time to model the basic urban climate 

indicators.  

Certainly, the extension is flexible and can easily be upgraded in the course of software development. 

Furthermore, the usage of GIS paves the way to urban planning departments and offices, which are 

able to include the results into their planning systems for planning purposes without difficulties.  
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12 Appendix 

12.1 Land Use Transformation Table 

Reclassification Corine Land Cover GMES Urban Atlas ATKIS 

Green / Agriculture / 

Open spaces 

141 Green urban ar-

eas 

    

211 Non-irrigated 

arable land 

13400 Land without 

current use 

43001 Landwirtschaft 

212 Permanently ir-

rigated land 

14100 Green urban 

areas 

43003 Gehölz 

213 Rice fields 20000 Agricultural 43004 Heide 

221 Vineyards   43005 Moor 

222 Fruit trees and 

berry planta-

tions 

  43006 Sumpf 

223 Olive groves   43007 Veg.lose Fläche 

231 Pastures   43008 Fl. unbestimmbar 

241 Annual crops 

associated with 

permanent 

crops 

  41005 Tagebau 

242 Complex culti-

vation patterns 

  41008 Sport, Erholungs-

fläche 

243 Land principally 

occupied by ag-

riculture, with 

significant areas 

of natural vege-

tation 

  53003 Weg, Pfad, Steig 

321 Natural grass-

lands 

    

322 Moors and 

heathland 

    

323 Sclerophyllous 

vegetation 

    

331 Beaches, dunes, 

sands 

    

332 Bare rocks     

333 Sparsely vege-

tated areas 

    

334 Burnt areas     

335 Glaciers and 

perpetual snow 

    

411 Inland marshes     

412 Peat bogs     
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421 Salt marshes     

422 Salines     

423 Intertidal flats     

       

Forest 244 Agro-forestry 

areas 

30000 Forests 43002 Wald 

311 Broad-leaved 

forest 

  41009 Friedhof 

312 Coniferous for-

est 

    

313 Mixed forest     

324 Transitional 

woodland-

shrub 

    

       

Urban Areas (light 

built-up areas) 

111 Continuous ur-

ban fabric 

11100 Continuous 

Urban Fabric 

41001 Wohnbaufläche 

112 Discontinuous 

urban fabric 

11210 Discontinuous 

Dense Urban 

Fabric 

  

122 Road and rail 

networks and 

associated land 

11220 Discontinuous 

Medium Den-

sity Urban 

Fabric 

41003 Halde 

131 Mineral extrac-

tion sites 

11230 Discontinuous 

Low Density 

Urban Fabric 

41006 Fl. Gemischter 

Nutzung 

133 Construction 

sites 

11240 Discontinuous 

Very Low Den-

sity Urban 

Fabric 

41007 Fl. Bes. Funk-

tionaler Prägung 

142 Sport and lei-

sure facilities 

11300 Isolated Struc-

tures 

51001 Turm 

  12210 Fast transit 

roads and as-

sociated land 

51003 Speicherbauwerk 

  12220 Other roads 

and associ-

ated land 

51004 Transportanlage 

  12230 Railways and 

associated 

land 

51005 Leitung 

  13300 Construction 

sites 

51006 Bauwerk für 

Sport u. Erholung 
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  14200 Sports and lei-

sure facilities 

51007 Historisches Bau-

werk 

    51009 Sonstiges Bau-

werk 

    52001 Ortslage 

    52002 Hafen 

    42001 Strassenverkehr 

    42002 Strasse 

    42003 Strassenachse 

    42005 Fahrbahnachse 

    42008 Fahrwegachse 

    42009 Platz 

    53001 Bauwerk im 

Verkehrsbereich 

    53007 Flugverkhrsanlage 

    53008 Einrichtung für 

den 

Schiffsverkehr 

    53009 Bauwerk im 

Gewässerbereich 

      

Industrial Areas 121 Industrial or 

commercial 

units 

12100 Industrial, 

commercial, 

public, mili-

tary and pri-

vate units" 

41002 Industrie u. Gew-

erbefläche 

124 Airports 12400 Airports 41004 Bergbaubetrieb 

132 Dump sites 13100 Mineral ex-

traction and 

dump sites 

51002 Bauwerk für In-

dustrie 

       

Water bodies (12

3 

Port areas) (12300 Port areas) 44001 Fliessgewässer 

511 Water courses 40000 Wetlands 44002 Wasserlauf 

512 Water bodies 50000 Water bodies 44003 Kanal 

521 Coastal lagoons   44004 Gewässerachse 

522 Estuaries   44005 Hafenbecken 

523 Sea and ocean   44006 Stehendes 

Gewässer 

    57004 Sickerstrecke 

    52003 Schleuse 

 




